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THE LAST MESSAGE

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 7, 1996

I awoke today with AMAZING LIGHT! I do not know if I can hold to it the way I should but I asked for ANOTHER ANGEL to help me - I do not want to lead anyone astray-!!!

We have those who are putting out THE PROTESTANT. Their burden is ROMANISM, ROMANISM, ROMANISM! They claim to be REFORMERS but reformers DO NOT HAVE the kind of MONEY they are calling for - it HAS to be from CHURCH MEMBERS!

SO HERE WE HAVE ONE GROUP OF ADVENTISTS RAISING and SPENDING UNTOLD MILLIONS FOR POPE-BASHING! AND THE OFFICIAL CHURCH THROWING THEM IN THE SLAMMER - DIS-FELLOWSHIPPING THEM - $500.00 per day FINES.

THE OFFICIAL CHURCH RUN BY TALMUDIC - BRITISH FABIAN JEWS - WHO SET ASIDE A RETAINING FUND OF CLOSE TO A MILLION DOLLARS TO HIRE CATHOLICS. (PAPISTS.) 1884 GC 425. SEE YOUR GC 607.

RABBI FOLKENBERG - RABBI JOHNSSON - RABBI GOLDSTEIN
- HIRE PAPIST SOLICITORS TO THROW OTHER ADVENTISTS
RABBIS IN THE SLAMMER-!!!

ON WHICH SIDE ARE WE-???
NEITHER ONE-!!!

WHY NOT - ???

WE GO BY IT IS WRITTEN! "We have far more to fear from WITHIN than from WITHOUT...FROM THE CHURCH ITSELF!" COR. 31-2. RH March 22, 1887. "The PROTESTANTS of the UNITED STATES will be FOREMOST in stretching THEIR hands across the GULF to grasp the hand of SPiritualism; THEY will reach over the ABYSS to clasp hands with the ROMAN POWER; and under the INFLUENCE of this THREEFOLD UNION..." Your GC 588.
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HERE IS THE ORIGINAL 1884 GC 405:

"PROTESTANTISM will yet STRETCH HER HAND across the GULF
to grasp the hand of SPIRITUALISM; SHE will reach over the
ABYSS to clasp hands with the ROMAN POWER, and under the
influence of this THREEFOLD UNION..." 1884 GC 405.

YOU SEE THE CHANGE-??? is it "SHE" or "THEY?" DISREGARDING FOR THE MOMENT WHAT THIS MIGHT MEAN - BUT THESE TESTIMONIES TELL US THERE WILL BE A THREEFOLD UNION! So is it all ONE WAY-???

IS IT ROMANISM, ROMANISM, ROMANISM-??? IS IT ALL THE INDOOR SPORT OF POPE-BASHING-??? "We may have LESS to say in some lines, in regard to the ROMAN POWER and the PAPACY!" TM 112. [SEE and UNDERSTAND TM 406. CWE 65. (1896.) EV. 144,574. (1887.) EV. 575. (1909.) EV. 576. (1896.) (1902.) EV. 577. (1896.)]

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 6, 1996

JEHOVAH-GOD has a plan. Not willing that ANY should PERISH - but if His patience is worn out - and DEATH is their LOT - and He CHOOSES THEIR DELUSIONS! So others can tell them A MILE AWAY-!!! Then look for this:

GREAT LIGHT - GREAT DARKNESS!

"Those who have had GREAT LIGHT and who have NOT WALKED IN IT - will have DARKNESS CORRESPONDING TO THE LIGHT THEY HAVE DESPISED!" TM 163.

WE ARE DEPENDENT CREATURES

We do not FLAUNT our IMAGINED HOLINESS IN THE FACE OF GOD! (OR MAN!) "I AM HOLIER THAN THOU!" which was the SPIRIT of SATAN! They get so HOLY they IMAGINE they are A GOD! They did from our meetings in FAR EASTERN CANADA - they went all across AMERICA - "WE ARE GODS!"

COULD PRESUMPTION BE GREATER-???

★★★★★

SATAN WILL BE GIVEN A 1000-YEAR REST!
FROM HIS BUSY SCHEDULE - LET'S SEE YOU CREATE! IF YOU ARE A GOD - CREATE!
You must have POWER to CREATE—!!! TO HOLD THE UNIVERSE TOGETHER! TO ORDER THE STARS TO MAINTAIN THEIR COURSE – TO KEEP THEM FROM CLASHING INTO EACH OTHER! IMAGINE SUCH A CREATOR – A BABE IN A MANGER—!!! THE MYSTERY OF GODLINESS! THE BEST THAT SATAN COULD DO – WAS KILL HIS CREATOR—!!!

IMAGINE THE HORROR IN THE FINAL SCENES - THE HORROR OF THE WICKED ANGELS AS THEY REALIZE THEIR DESTINY IS TO GO FOR A SWIM IN THE LAKE OF FIRE! Will that be our destiny also? Or will we manage to ESCAPE—??? Certainly NOT by reveling in THE UNCONDITIONAL LOVE OF GOD—!!!

AND THE PARADOX OF THE SAME PEOPLE HANDING US UNENDING TORMENT in a place called HELL! We have only ONE WORD FOR THEM - CRAZY! Should be able to tell them from A MILE AWAY! But before this is over – they will CRAWL ON THEIR PLATFORMS – BRETHREN – IN COMMON! 1884 GC 278. GC 445. THINKING THEY HAVE WON SOMETHING – AND GOING TO LAW TO FORCE IT ON OTHERS—!!! (SAME REFERENCES: 1884 GC 278. GC 445.)

END OF THIS SUBJECT!
END OF THEM!

I AM EXCEEDINGLY GLAD TO BE ABLE TO ADD THIS TEXT TO OUR ARMORY—!!! "While they TALK of the LOVE of JESUS, their LOVE is not deep enough to lead to OBEDIENCE...It PROVES that their FAITH is not GENUINE. Yet this CLASS, though entitled to NOTHING...they claim EVERYTHING...To them a HAPPY EMOTION is GODLINESS...IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE WHAT YOU BELIEVE – so long as you are HONEST in your belief...they speak of their LOVE for GOD. But GOD does not RECOGNIZE their LOVE – for it is a DELUSION of the ENEMY!" EV. 597.

"I have been shown that BUT A SMALL NUMBER of the people in our churches know for themselves what constitutes THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" ORIGINAL 1893 GOSPEL WORKERS, P.229.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 2, 1996

THIS IS MONDAY. OVER THE WEEKEND WE FOUND FROM PUBLICATION NO. 701 (ALSO 702) ZEROING IN FROM JEFF REICH MAGAZINE and JIM HOERLER CAMP.
(TWO MILES OVER THE MOUNTAIN FROM OUR NARROW PATH - MALO, WASHINGTON SHOP.) ARNET MATHERS - JEFF REICH MAGAZINE - ARNET MATHERS RAVING AWAY: "He does not hold our past against us!" p.41,42. (THEREFORE WE SHOULD NOT HOLD! "THE PAST against our BRETHREN!" p.43. (RAVING AWAY ON THAT SUBJECT!) "His is a LOVE I cannot KILL...AN INDESTRUCTIBLE, ALL-POWERFUL LOVE! UGLY and UNLOVABLE as I may be, yet HE LOVES ME!" p.22.

THIS IS THE THEME STARED BY WILSON in that 27 THING! The alleged LOVE of GOD is UNCONDITIONAL! p.vii,6,25,32,274, 305,350,356. This was the SPRINGBOARD from which ARNET MATHERS TOOK OFF-!!! SOME OF THE GREATEST BULL EVER GIVEN TO MAN! NO WONDER THEY GO TO THE WORLD RATHER THAN EGW! (See 160.) THREW HIMSELF IN A MES- MERIZED TRANCE! LEAVING THOSE WHO COME UNDER THEIR SPELL - entirely UNPREPARED for what is COMING on the Earth! THE DAY OF WRATH - UNMIXED WITH MERCY! THEIR FACES GATHER BLACKNESS! EW 16. WTF 15. There is no ATONING BLOOD! TOO LATE! TOO LATE!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 3, 1996

One GROUP of ADVENTISTS tell them they will be saved LONG AFTER PROBATION! Another GROUP of ADVENTISTS tell them the LOVE of God is UNCEASING! In either case they are UNPREPARED - they are SATISFIED - TRANQUILIZED! HONORED by the Church - I wonder why - ???

THE HONOR WILL CEASE - AS THE TRUTH MAKES THEM REALIZE that they have been TRICKED - HORN-SWOGGLED! And realize with HORROR that they stand GUILTY of the BLOOD OF SOULS - THEIR OWN! I can just see them - AFTER the 100 YEARS. ISA. 65:20. EW 282. GC 656.

Then the LLOYD and LEOLA ROSENVOLDS - who told them the SEPARATIONISTS had SEDUCING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES OF DEVILS will now FACE THOSE THAT FELL FOR THEIR WHOPPERS! MOLLY-CODDLING!

"A STILL MORE POINTED TESTIMONY THAN WAS BORNE BY JOHN-THE-BAPTIST!" T1:321. (HE ONLY CALLED THEM "GENE- RATION OF VIPERS!" COPPERHEAD! WATER MOCCASIN!) A FEARFUL WOE IS UPON THEM! IN THE ROSENVOLD DICTIONARY - if the GOLD is SEPARATED from the DROSS in the CHURCH - that means the GOLD REMAINS!
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GLORY BE! Yes! We will see them AFTER THE 100 YEARS! SEE how they make out! AS THEIR MULTITUDES GRIND THEM IN THE DUST—!!! NO ESCAPE!

"GREAT SWELLING WORDS OF VANITY!" 2 PETER 2:18,21,22. "For yet a very little while, and the INDIGNATION shall CEASE, and mine ANGER — IN THEIR DESTRUCTION!" ISA. 10:25.

LOVE UNLIMITED - !!!

HOW CRAZY CAN YOU GET - ???

"...for I have heard from the Lord God of Hosts —
A CONSUMPTION, even determined upon the WHOLE EARTH!"


ROMANISM: THE TRUTH is where THE CHURCH is... PROTESTANTISM: THE CHURCH is where THE TRUTH is...

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 4, 1996

HERE WE HAVE A RACE — ONE CLASS GIVE US THE MONOMANIAISM OF LOVE! Everything turns on LOVE!

VS. THE OTHER CLASS:

THAT TRY TO BRING SOME SANEITY INTO THE PICTURE — WHY THIS WORLD AT ALL—??? WAS IT NOT FOR THE WHOLE UNIVERSE — ALL THE OTHER WORLDS (EW 39,40) TO LEARN — BENEFIT FROM OUR EXPERIENCE—??? THIS IS A PROVING GROUND — ONE SIN (IF NOT REPENTED OF AND PUT AWAY) will lead — step by step to OTHER SINS until it is MIDNIGHT IN THE SOUL!

THEREFORE:

ON THIS SPECK OF A WORLD — DEATH IS ALLOWED! ON NO OTHER! IT WAS NOT ALLOWED IN HEAVEN! So while OTHERS are going CRAZY on LOVE UNLIMITED — UNCONDITIONAL — UNCEASING — WE SHOULD SEEK A BALANCE. WHY IS DEATH NOT ONLY MANDATORY, BUT: "LOVE, NO LESS THAN JUSTICE — DEMANDED THAT GOD’S JUDGMENTS SHOULD PUT A CHECK ON SIN!" PP 101. "BOTH LOVE AND JUSTICE DEMANDED THE PROMPT EXECUTION OF THESE REBELS AGAINST GOD, AND FOES TO MAN!" PP 492. SOP 1:74.
"My attention was again directed to the Earth. The WICKED had been DESTROYED, and their DEAD BODIES were lying upon the SURFACE. The WRATH of GOD in the SEVEN LAST PLAGUES had been visited (PAST TENSE!) UPON THE INHABITANTS OF THE EARTH...(OH! GOOD!) THE FALSE SHEPHERDS HAD BEEN THE SIGNAL OBJECTS OF JEHOVAH'S WRATH. Their EYES had consumed away in their HOLES, and their TONGUES in their MOUTHS, while they STOOD upon their FEET." EW 289,209.

(Because they would not LOOK at the TRUTH - would not TELL the TRUTH - would not STAND for the TRUTH - and their DEAD BODIES were from ONE END of the EARTH to the OTHER! EW 290.)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 5, 1996

THE THINKING PROCESS OF THE BIG THREE (KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM) EXTENDED ONLY TO VISIONS OF GLORY! And that TRADITION IS COVERED HERE: "When the PROFESSED people of God are UNITING with the WORLD - living as they live, and JOINING with them in FORBIDDEN PLEASURE; when the LUXURY of the WORLD becomes the LUXURY of THE CHURCH; when the MARRIAGE BELLS are CHIMING, and ALL are looking forward to MANY YEARS of WORLDLY PROSPERITY, then, SUDDENLY as the LIGHTNING FLASHES from the HEAVENS, will come the END of their BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES!" GC 338-9. DA 299,379,383,628,635,645. T5: 478. PP 166.

NO ONE LIKES TO BE A KILLJOY!

BUT THE REFERENCE ABOVE FROM GC 338-9 SHOWS A CLASS WHO WORM THEIR WAY IN TO BE KD&A LEADERS OF THIS SYNAGOGUE! IRRESPONSIBLE CLOWNS - whose END is to be BURNED!

WE WILL TRY - if we can make it - to save SOME (EVEN IF IT IS ONLY ONE!) from DEATH! BACKED into a corner in the DEATH DECREE HOUR - when our CAPTIVITY will be TURNED - and from THEN ON - one JOY after ANOTHER!!! All the way THROUGH THE NEBULA OF ORION! EW 41. To become KINGS and QUEENS in the PLAN OF GOD! (See how much you should MARK in FCE 212-219. That whole section and from there go to EV. 478. PERSEVERING WOMEN!)
LOVE UNCONDITIONAL - ??? Don't make us SICK - !!!

TO THINK THAT YOU CAN ACTUALLY FIND SOME THAT WILL PEDdle THAT STUFF AROUND - !!! They should be put to WORK suitable to their TALENTS - such as CLEANING BARNs - !!!

ALRIGHT - YOU WERE TENSED - EXPECTANT OF AMAZING LIGHT! AND HERE YOU HEARD ALL THIS BEFORE - !!! YES, but you had FORGOTTEN IT - or never paid much attention the first time around - and so we are to REPEAT THE MESSAGE! REPEAT THE MESSAGE! But you want SOMETHING NEW - ???

ISN'T IT SOMETHING NEW if instead of the ADVENTIST INDOOR SPORT OF POPE-BASHING - if we understand FULLY that it is the PROTESTANTS THAT ARE THE THREAT - !!! 1884 GC 405. *SHE* goes TO the SPIRITUALISTS! *SHE* (NOT THEY!) - *SHE* goes TO the ROMAN POWER - HIRES PAPISTS!

Those who are so busy POPE-BASHING - SHOULD THEY NOT BE BILLY GRAHAM-BASHING - ??? Or is that UNTHINKABLE? Better THINK about it now that we have EVIDENCE that FROOM/ANDERSON/UNRUH GAVE THEIR ALL (MILLIONS!) TO AID and ABET - BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM! And he has NOT given up one IOTA OF HIS BABYLON DOCTRINES - NO, NOT ONE! THE SAME PORK - THE SAME HELL - THE SAME SUNDAY - are you CATCHING ON - ??? DO SOME BILLY GRAHAM-BASHING FOR A HEALTHY CHANGE! THEN WE WILL BE IN HARMONY WITH THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!

THEY SPENT ALL THAT CARE AND ENERGY FOR - ???

NOTHING AT ALL - !!!

IN FACT LATELY HE HAS BEEN PRAISING THE PAPACY - !!!

OH! I FORGOT! SO HAVE THE ADVENTISTS - !!!

"ALL WILL BE UNMASKED...THOUSANDS UPON THOUSANDS (OF ADVENTISTS!) HAVE NEVER LISTENED TO WORDS LIKE THESE. IN AMAZEMENT THEY HEAR THE TESTIMONY THAT BABYLON IS THE CHURCH FALLEN..." 1884 GC 424.

ABOUT TIME YOU HEARD IT AND "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

THERE IS NO OTHER MESSAGE NOW - !!!
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THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 8, 1996

"We have FAR MORE to fear from WITHIN than from WITHOUT... from THE CHURCH ITSELF - than from THE WORLD!"

DID THAT PREACHER TELL YOU THAT-???
THAT WE SHOULD FEAR HIM-!!!

THE LAST MESSAGE WILL BE GIVEN BY MEN (AND WOMEN AND CHILDREN) - NOT TRAINED (NOT SPOILED!) "IN LITERARY INSTITIONS!" 1884 GC 424. GC 606. "ALL WILL BE UNMASKED!" (SAME!)

WILL YOU BE ONE-?? NOT ALL ARE QUALIFIED! "HE CANNOT USE THEM!" T5:80. IF THEY KNOW THEIR PLACE - THEY CAN HELP - NOT LEAD-!!! FOR ALL OF US - IT WILL BE A CLOSE CALL! VERY CLOSE!

THANK GOD IF WE ARE CALLED AT ALL! THERE ARE MANY SOLDIERS - BUT FEW GENERALS. IT IS THE SAME IN HEAVEN. FEW GENERALS. NO DOUBT IT IS THE SAME IN ALL THE WORLDS. EW 39,40,238,242-250. SG 1:172-3. REALLY SPIRITUAL PEOPLE WILL BE VERY SLOW TO THINK (LET ALONE SAY!) THAT THEY ARE SAVED! THEY WILL LEAVE THAT FOR THE COURT IN HEAVEN! WHAT HARM IS THERE IN UNCERTAINTY-??

THE PHARISEE

THE MORE SURE HE IS SAVED - THE MORE SURE HE IS NOT!
"Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE!"
COL 154. SM 1:314. EV. 595.

BEWARE PREACHER!

"THOSE WHO ENCOURAGE THE SINNER, SAYING, IT IS WELL WITH THEE...GOD WILL CURSE!" T3:272. RH 2:50.

PREACHER:

BE SLOW TO SAVE SOMEONE - BE SLOW TO CONDEMN SOMEONE! JUST BECAUSE YOU LIKE HIM - DOES NOT MEAN HEAVEN WILL-??

AND ESPECIALLY IF YOU GET CARRIED AWAY

AND THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM!
YOU MAY HAVE A LOT OF DIGGING TO DO - TO DIG THEM OUT-!!!

THE DEVIL'S TRAIN

"IT SEEMED THAT THE WHOLE WORLD WAS ON BOARD - THAT THERE COULD NOT BE ONE LEFT!"

DID YOU EVER - ???

I MEAN EVER - ???

PREACH ON THAT - ???

WHY NOT PREACHER - ???

BECAUSE FOLKENBERG MIGHT SEND YOU TO NORTH CHINA - ???

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 11, 1996

We're getting pretty close to home - aren't we-??? I mean when they ADMIT - we are getting AIDS - the same proportion as the WORLD-!!! Would take AN AWFUL LOT to get them to admit "THE AIDS CRISIS!" AR Nov. 14, 1996. p.12.

This was NOT done in a corner. This was an ANNUAL COUNCIL REPORT. They kept the LID on as long as they could - now it blew RIGHT OFF! KNOWING THEM AS WE DO - is it JUST AS BAD as in the WORLD - or TWICE AS BAD-???
Abortion Petition

For the first time in nineteen years, the U.S. Supreme Court moved away from its position of unqualified support for abortion.

But tragically, abortion is still legal in every state. The number of abortion deaths in America staggers the imagination. An incredible 1,500,000 babies are killed every single year, AND THE MEDIA ARE SILENT ABOUT THESE BABIES.

When you have men WHO KNOW—!!! Men like DR. HARVEY ELDER... CHIEF OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES AT VETERAN'S HOSPITAL, LOMA LINDA, CALIFORNIA: "...where ADVENTISM is rapidly ADVANCING, HIV is spreading the most RAPIDLY. Every year we BAPTIZE THOUSANDS of HIV-INFECTED PEOPLE who do not know THEY ARE INFECTED!" p.14 (1390), ADVENTIST REVIEW.

Then he begins TOYING with the IDEA – WHEN they got it – HOW they got it. The main thing is – admits THEY GOT IT—!!! Do you know what it COSTS to look after EACH ONE—???. And a short while ago they were buying (AND BUILDING!) TEN AT A TIME—!!! CRAZY—???. OF COURSE THEY ARE CRAZY—!!!

ANOTHER CHALK MARK FOR WILLIAM G. JOHNSON AND CALVIN ROCK TO PUT ON THEIR BOARD - THAT SR. WHITE PREDICTED—!!! WHAT ELSE DID SHE PREDICT—???. THAT WHEN THE FALSE CHRIST COMES... {1884 GC 442-452. GC 625-5. Do not miss 407 (589.)} ...THEY WILL GO GA-GA OVER HIM UNTIL...

BUT THROUGH IT ALL THEY ASSURE YOU AND DOUBLE-ASSURE YOU - THEY WILL GIVE THE LOUD CRY! "A" LOUD CRY, YES! "THE" LOUD CRY, NO! NEVER—!!!

NEVER! NEVER! NEVER!


WE FEEL SORRY FOR THE RUBBISH OF JERUSALEM! (CHRIST WEPT FOR THEM!)
BUT NOT FOR THESE LEADERS—!!! NO! NEVER! CALVIN ROCK IS JUST SMART ENOUGH TO GET A WHIFF OF WHAT COMES ON THIS JERUSALEM! BUT WILL HE TELL ANYONE—??? NO, NEVER! NOT EVEN HIS OWN FAMILY! HE WILL FIGHT THE TRUTH WITH HIS LAST DYING BREATH—!!! AND IT WILL BE WITH HIS LAST DYING BREATH—!!! HE WILL STAY (AND PRAY!) WITH THE DISEASED HULKS!

SO WILL MANY OTHERS—!!!

☆☆☆

IS THIS ENOUGH FOR TODAY—???

☆☆☆

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 12, 1996

ONLY FIGHTERS WILL BE SAVED—!!!

STATISTICS PROVE THAT A CERTAIN PERCENTAGE BREAK DOWN WITH DEGENERATIVE DISEASE. HEAVEN WATCHES EVERY ONE OF THEM! IF THEY BREAK WITH CUSTOM AND HABIT - THEY MIGHT BE SAVED! If it is time for them to go - they go! We do not JUDGE. BUT HEAVEN JUDGES—!!! ONLY FIGHTERS GET THERE—!!! PERHAPS YOU WON A STAR AND DID NOT EVEN KNOW IT! T8:23,64-5,208-9,289. YOUR INFLUENCE COUNTS! EVEN IF YOU LOSE! YOU WENT DOWN FIGHTING! SOMEONE ELSE MIGHT HAVE BEEN SAVED - BY YOUR INFLUENCE!

WORDS OF COMFORT: "THERE ARE SOME LESSONS THAT ARE NEVER LEARNED ONLY THROUGH FAILURE. PETER was a better man AFTER HIS FALL. The LORD permits His children to FALL, and then, IF they REPENT...HE HELPS THEM...AS FIRE PURIFIES GOLD, SO CHRIST PURIFIES HIS PEOPLE BY TEMPTATION and TRIAL...!!!" RH 4:473. Dec. 16, 1902.

WE CAN COME FORTH - SEVEN TIMES PURIFIED—!!!

WE MAY NOT KNOW IT - BUT WE WILL—!!!

THANK GOD—!!!

△ △ △ △ △ △ △ △

THIS IS 10:30 A.M. SUDDENLY - your closest LOVED ONE - CHURCH MEMBERS - WILL TURN AGAINST YOU. EXPECT IT! BE PREPARED FOR IT!
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DO NOT BE OVERWHELMED BY IT! FOOL THEM! FOOL THE DEVIL THAT IS BEHIND IT! REMEMBER THEY WERE LIARS FOR A LONG TIME - LIKE JUDAS. LIKE LOT’S WIFE. LIKE KD&A.

ON THE OTHER HAND - some will COME BACK! Also UNEXPECTEDLY. They did not HAVE TO! It was GOD’S LAST CHANCE TO SAVE THEIR SOULS!

IN WHAT CLASS IS JOHN J. GROSBOOL OF HISTORIC ADVENTIST LANDMARKS-??? NOVEMBER 1996. SLY AS THE BEADY-EYED SERPENT - HE CLAIMS TWO CLASSES! CLAIMING HISTORIC ADVENTISTS ARE ONE - AND REGULAR ADVENTISTS ARE THE OTHER! WHAT IF THEY ARE STILL ONE-??? NO REAL SPLIT WHATEVER! NO MORE THAN THERE WAS BETWEEN PHARISEES and SADDUCEES. Even if it LOOKS like a DIVISION - before the END - they will UNITE! For they still hold the same BASIC BELIEFS! THE VERY LAST REFERENCE IN THIS 6-PAGE ARTICLE has been DOCTORED! It is still the ADVENTISTS that are GOING THRU!

YES! SARDIS DOES SPEAK OF TWO PARTIES! But it is not quite all that SIMPLE - for one PARTY is DEAD! And he that OVERCOMETH SARDIS - and is KEPT IN THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION is HISTORIC ADVENTISM-??? OR PHILADELPHIA-??? (ANOTHER CHURCH!)

OF ALL SEVEN CHURCHES - ONLY BEAUTIFUL PHILADELPHIA IS KEPT IN THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION! THEN IT BEHOOVS US TO KNOW - WHEN IS THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION-???

HOUR OF TEMPTATION is found in EW 279. Given by A MULTITUDE OF VOICES! GC 619 - it is THE MIRACLES OF SATAN! GC 619-652. 1884 GC 436-469. THESE ARE THE WARNINGS AGAINST IT - WILL NOT BE GIVEN BY ANY CHURCH!! NOR BY ONE JOHN J. GROSBOOL!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 13, 1996

There is NO PROMISE to OLD DRUG-SHOT! The PROMISE is to PHILADELPHIA! REV. 3:10. KEPT from "THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION!" REV. 3:10. This is perhaps the MOST PRECIOUS PROMISE given to ANY CHURCH in the REVELATIONS-!!! When MIRACLES will sweep the land and OF ALL THE CHURCHES - WHICH ONE WILL BE KEPT IN THIS LAST TIME-???
HOW DID JOHN J. GROSBOLL FIX THAT UP - NOVEMBER 1966, p.9

THE END OF HIS SIX PAGE ARTICLE-!!!

(1) DOES NOT SHOW QUOTATION MARKS!
(2) DOES NOT GIVE THE REFERENCE AS CLEAR AS HE COULD!
(3) IF HE GAVE IT AS RH BOOK 4:548 - THAT WOULD LEAD TO BC 7:959.
(4) AND OPEN A WHOLE NEW VISTA OF LIGHT-!!!
(5) LIGHT THAT PHILADELPHIA IS KEPT IN THE TIME OF MIRACLES NOW RAGING WORLDWIDE-!!!
(6) SOME PEOPLE WILL TEAR A GUT - RATHER THAT ADMIT WHAT OLD DRUG-SHOT WILL ADMIT! (BELATEDLY!) WHAT SPEWN OUT REALLY MEANS! T6:403. (AND 20 MORE!)
(7) WARMONGERING DRUG-SHOT IS NOT GOING THRU! NO WAY-!!! EXCEPT: "THRU TO HELL!" RH 3:69.
(8) WOULD GROSBOLL PRINT THAT-??? (AND 20 MORE?) TO UNDO SOME OF THE MESS THAT HE HAS MADE-???
(9) BUT DO NOT WAIT FOR HIM! YOU MIGHT HAVE A LONG WAIT COMING-!!!
(10) "I have been INSTRUCTED that not a few, but MANY SOULS WILL BE SAVED...by men who have looked to JESUS for their ORDINATION and ORDERS!" RH 4:512. April 21, 1903.
(11) (NOT DEPENDENT ON ANY EARTHBOUND CHURCH! OR EARTHBOUND VOICES FROM SUCH EARTHBOUND CHURCHES!)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 14, 1996

JOHN J. GROSBOLL IS AN EXPERIENCED WRITER, PUBLISHER, LECTURER. WHAT HE DID IN LAND MARKS, NOVEMBER 1996, p.9, was no mistake, no accident - it was DELIBERATE! WELL THOUGHT OUT! (NO! I WILL CHANGE THAT! IT WAS SCHEMEDI HE KNOWS PEOPLE! THEIR WEAKNESSES! HE KNOWS they will spend little TIME to look it up - CHECK IT OUT-!!!)

DOES IT SAY WHAT JOHN J. WANTS IT TO SAY-??? HE HAS A GOOD REASON TO LEAVE OUT QUOTATION MARKS FOR THAT RH AUGUST 20, 1903 REFERENCE DOES IN NO WAY SAY WHAT JOHN J. BENDS IT TO SAY-!!!

WHAT DOES IT SAY - ???
I SUPPOSE I SPENT AS MANY (OR MORE!) HOURS LOOKING AT AND ANALYZING THAT PAGE 547 AS I HAD DONE MAYBE BEFORE JOHN J. WAS BORN - BEFORE HE WAS A GLEAM IN HIS FATHER'S EYE-!!!

AND NO WAY COULD ANY HONEST MINISTER DRAW THE CONCLUSIONS JOHN J. DRAWS FOR THAT PAGE 547. LOOK IT UP AND SEE-!!! IS THAT A PROMISE OF THE LORD TO OLD-DRUG SHOT, BATTLE-SCARRED LAODICEA-??? Stay home from church! (You will learn NOTHING there anyway even in the MIDDLE of the OMEGA - HOUR OF TEMPTATION!)

A WORLDWIDE MESSAGE:

"GOD HAS A CONTROVERSY WITH THOSE OF HIS PEOPLE...SO SURELY WILL THE ROD OF HIS PROVIDENCE FALL AGAIN IN BATTLE CREEK... (REMEMBER! THIS PREDICTION WAS AUGUST 1903!) ...WHY IS THERE SUCH A DETERMINED REFUSAL TO OBEDY THIS WORD...A CLASS WILL BE REACHED WHOSE SENSES ARE NOT BLINDED, and THEY will discern THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES! THEY WILL BE ALARMED...WILL PROCLAIM THIS TRUTH THROUGH FAITHFUL MESSENGERS, WHO WILL GIVE THE TRUMPET A CERTAIN SOUND. THE TRUTH WILL BE CRITICIZED, AND SCORNED, AND DERIDED!" (JOHN J. COULD NOT BRING HIMSELF TO GIVE THIS WARNING-???)

"THE LORD WILL RAISE UP MEN OF KEEN PERCEPTION, WHO WITH CLEAR VISION WILL DISCERN THE INTRIGUES OF SATAN, and will give these TRUTHS their proper PLACE in the PLAN of GOD...THE JEWISH NATION... (IS GROSBOU A JEW-???) ...HAD DISCARDED TRUTH FOR TRADITION...YE HYPOCRITES... DRAW-ETH NIGH UNTO ME WITH THEIR MOUTH, AND HONORETH ME WITH THEIR LIPS; but their HEART is FROM ME. But in VAIN do they worship Me, teaching for DOCTRINES the COMMANDEMENTS OF MEN!" RH Aug. 20, 1903.

"THE CONTEST IS BETWEEN THE COMMANDEMENTS OF GOD AND THE COMMANDEMENTS OF MEN. IN THIS TIME THE GOLD WILL BE SEPARATED FROM the DROSS in the CHURCH!" (LEAVING WHAT-???) T5:81. (Did not JOHN J. want to get into THAT-??? We think we should-!!! We have been BRAIN-WASHED LONG ENOUGH!)

THERE IS A REASON WHY FEW CHURCH LEADERS WILL BE IN HEAVEN-!!! OH! JOHN J. DID NOT WANT US TO OPEN ANY OF THIS TO THE EYES OF THE CHURCH!
THE TRUTH vs. THE TRADITION OF THE ELDERs! But it is NOW out in the OPEN! PRAISE GOD!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DEC. 15, 1996

IN JOHN J's ARTICLE ENDING THE "THIRD CHAPTER OF REVE-LATION...TO THE CHURCH OF THE PRESENT DAY THIS MES-SAGE IS SENT." (He does NOT give QUOTATION MARKS. But he gives RH Aug. 20, 1903. THAT WOULD BE RH BOOK 4: 547.)

IT COULD ONLY BE BY FRAGMENTATION (COMPOSED OF FRAGMENTS - PARTS BROKEN OFF - NOT COMPLETE - BROKEN APART) that he can attempt to make this STICK. IS THAT WHY HE DOES NOT GIVE IT AS - REV. 3: SARDIS-??? DOES REV. 3 close with SARDIS-???

DOES ELLEN WHITE (RH BOOK 4:547) CLOSE WITH SARDIS? OR DOES SHE CALL ON US TO GO BY "THE WHOLE OF THE THIRD CHAPTER OF REVELATION, and to make an application of it!" (AND OH! OH! OH!) "It is a message to PROFESSED CHRISTIANS who have become SO MUCH LIKE THE WORLD that NO DIFFERENCE CAN BE SEEN!" RH BOOK 4:548.

WAS THAT THE MESSAGE JOHN J. MEANT FOR US TO CONSID-ER AND TO KNOW-??? NO WAY-!!! That is why he CLOSED HIS ARTICLE that there are TWO PARTIES! (IN SARDIS-???) Or is ALL of SARDIS - DEAD, DEAD, DEAD! REV. 3:1. DEAD, DEAD, DEAD! You have to go to REV. 3:7 (PHILADELPHIA!) before you find some LIFE! Enough LIFE to be KEPT from or in THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION! REV. 3:10. OH! YES! JOHN J. MUST HAVE SAT A LONG TIME TRYING TO FIGURE OUT HOW HE WOULD FIX THIS UP-!!! NOT AS LONG AS I DID TO UN-COVER HIS SKULDUGGERY!

AND HE WOULD PREFER TO FORGET THAT REV. 3:14 (OLD DRUG-SHOT IS IN THAT CHAPTER ALSO!) NOTHING COULD BE WRITTEN CLEARER THAN THAT PHILADELPHIA IS THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT! WE NOW KNOW THAT ELLEN WHITE GAVE HER THAT PROMISE 100 TIMES AND MORE-!!! IS JOHN J. GIVING US HISTORICAL ADVENTISM-??? OR HYSTERICAL ADVEN-TISM-??? OBSESSED WITH NUMBERS! A MONOMANIASM-!!! THE TRUE NUMBERS LESSENED! EW 271. BC 7:958-9. TM 411. GC 619. 1884 GC 377,436,469. RH 4:530. They were SAVED (SEALED!) with a LESSENING! Do not be AFRAID of a LESSENING! EW 271. It is a NEW CHURCH! GC 464. | - 15 -
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 16, 1996

THE REASON FEW GREAT MEN will be SAVED (SEALED!) is because they are NOT HONEST! I am now READING A BOOK - it says by E.G.WHITE! It is ANYTHING BUT! It is 662 pages. I am now at p.262. I am beginning to DOUBT if there is a PAGE that is AUTHENTIC! This book is by CHARLES WHEELING! He calls it AMERICAN PROPHECY! He claims it is THE GREAT CONTROVERSY. It is ANYTHING BUT! And it is ANYTHING BUT - by E.G.WHITE! LARGE SECTIONS are by D'AUBIGNE. It may be HALF THIS BOOK is from the various BOOKS BY D'AUBIGNE (And WYLIE/SCOTT, etc.)

ONLY ONE BOOK OF THE THREE POPULAR GREAT CONTROVERSY BOOKS IS BY E.G.WHITE! IT IS THE 1884 EDITION. IT DOES NOT QUOTE D'AUBIGNE - NOT ONCE! NOR SCOTT - NOR WYLIE - NOR CALVIN - it just DOES NOT! That has to be the 1888 or 1911.

SOME OF THE THINGS CHARLES WHEELING QUOTES - E.G.W. NEVER SAW THEM - NEVER HEARD OF THEM! NEVER DREAMT OF THEM! THEN WHY DOES CHARLES WHEELING HAUL THEM OUT OR INVENT THEM-??? BECAUSE HE HAS SOMETHING TO SELL-!!!

WHAT IS IT - ???

THE INDOOR SPORT OF POPE-BASHING! HE IS OUT TO COLLECT MILLIONS FROM ADVENTISTS! AS ARE MANY OTHERS. AT THE RISK OF THEIR OWN SOULS! CHARLES WHEELING ACTUALLY QUOTES:

"For I testify unto every man that heareth the Words of the Prophecy of this Book, If any man shall ADD unto these things, God shall ADD unto him the PLAGUES that are written in this Book:

"And if any man shall TAKE AWAY from the Words of the Book of this Prophecy, God shall take away his part OUT of the BOOK of LIFE, and OUT of the HOLY CITY, and from the things which are WRITTEN IN THIS BOOK!" REV. 22:18,19.

WITH THESE WORDS STARING HIM IN THE FACE IN HIS BOOK p.251-2 - HE ADDS: "Such are the WARNINGS which GOD has given to GUARD MEN against CHANGING IN ANY MANNER that which He has revealed or commanded. THESE SOLEMN DENUNCIATIONS...!!!(Same p.252.)
THUS BOXING HIMSELF IN - !!!

OR FOR EFFECT - HE TAKES OFF AND CHANGES AND SLASHES AND ADDS - so that I doubt there is a SINGLE PAGE in his book - that has NOT BEEN CHANGED from the ORIGINAL 1884. NOT A SINGLE PAGE! AND HE IS NOT THE ONLY ONE - STARTED BY URIAH SMITH - LEGALIZED IN 1883. The LORD did not do it GOOD ENOUGH! DID NOT BLESS OLD DRUG-SHOT AS CHRIST DID NOT BLESS THE PHARISEES NOR SADUCEES! NEITHER DOES HE BLESS OLD DRUG-SHOT!

PLAINLY IT IS "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464 (296). Shall we back THAT TRUTH-??? NO-??? WHY NOT-??? FOR THE SAME REASON WE CANNOT TELL THE TRUTH ABOUT POPE-BASHING! DID YOU EVER HEAR THIS:

1884 ORIGINAL: "PROTESTANTISM will yet stretch HER hand across the GULF to GRASP the HAND of SPIRITUALISM; SHE will reach over the ABYSS to clasp hands with the ROMAN POWER, and under the influence of this THREEFOLD UNION..."

1884 GC 405.

THE URIAH SMITH BOOK: "THE PROTESTANTS OF THE UNITED STATES WILL BE FOREMOST in stretching THEIR HANDS across the GULF to grasp the HAND of SPIRITUALISM; THEY will reach over the ABYSS to clasp hands with the ROMAN POWER; and under the influence of this THREEFOLD UNION..." (Your GC 588.)

YOU KNOW WHAT THIS IS SAYING - ???

IF CHARLES WHEELING WAS NOT AROUND TO GIVE YOU ALL THOSE POPE-BASHING STATEMENTS THAT E.G.W. NEVER MADE - IF YOU CALLED SOME PEOPLE YOU CAN TRUST - (CALL THEM FOR SUPPER) - and you made a CHART - CAREFULLY - would you see you should do some BILLY GRAHAM-BASHING?

"THE PROTESTANTS OF THE UNITED STATES..."

IS NOT ROMANISM! NO WAY-!!! CHARLES WHEELING FLEES FROM ROMANISM! AND RIGHT INTO THE ARMS OF PROTESTANTISM! (THE REAL DANGER!)

IS THIS MEANT TO BE FOR REASONS OF TRUTH-??? OR REASONS OF JEWISH TRADITION-??? WE FIND OURSELVES IN THE CAMP OF OUR REAL ENEMIES! ADVENTIST LEADERS SPENT MANY MILLIONS TO HELP BROTHER BILLY! - 17 -
DID YOU EVER NOTICE HE NEVER CHANGED ONE IOTA—???
THE SAME PAPAL SUNDAY! THE SAME PAPAL HELL! THE SAME
PAPAL PORK! WHAT DID HE CHANGE—??? NOTHING—!!! ONLY
CAME OUT STRONGER! I AM SAVED—!!! (THE CATHOLICS ARE
NOT THAT CRAZY—!!!)

CHRISTIANS JOIN NEITHER ONE!
"COME APART AND BE YE SEPARATE!" IT WILL BE SEEN...THE
LORD GOES WITH THE FEW AND THE TRUE! BLESS THEM!

NOT THE MAD MAJORITY!
EW 88,263.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 17, 1996

AMERICA IN PROPHECY - CHARLES WHEELING BOOK - Inspiration
Books East, Inc., Jemison, AL 25085-0352. (If you send
your NAME, you will likely get one FREE. Or ask for two or
more.) So you can STUDY what he has done. PAGES and
PAGES and PAGES - nothing but POPE-BASHING! Like a
GOOD JEW WOULD! But in the NAME of E.G.WHITEL NO.
NEVER!

LIKE A GOOD ADVENTIST - CHARLES WHEELING QUOTES FROM
WELL OVER 100 WRITERS. ELLEN WHITE NEVER DID THAT -
YET CHARLES WHEELING PUTS HIS NAME ON WHAT HE
(CHARLES WHEELING) DID - SAME AS URIAH SMITH - ONLY
WORSE—!!!

SOME PEOPLE HAVE NO CONSCIENCE - THEY WILL DO ANY-
THING TO MAKE A DOLLAR - CONSCIENCE DOES NOT STAND
IN THEIR WAY - and there are plenty more who will do ANY-
THING but CONFESS their own SIN-!!! I am now at p.454 in
this WHEELING BOOK - and I need retract NOTHING I said
about the FABRICATION OF THIS HOODOO BOOK! And to
IMAGINE the NERVE it would take to hang the NAME OF EGW
ON A BOOK HE FABRICATED—!!! WILL NO ONE ELSE EXPOSE
HIM—???

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 18, 1996

A GOOD QUESTION - WILL NO ONE ELSE EXPOSE HIM—???
HE BRAGS - BOASTS - AND BLOWS - HOW MANY BOOKS HE
BROADSIDES ACROSS THE NATION - DOES NO ONE WANT TO
UNDERTAKE THE THANKLESS TASK OF EXPOSING HIM—???
LET HIM GET AWAY WITH IT—???
THE ADVENTIST SUPERSTITION THAT ADVENTISM WILL GIVE THE LAST MESSAGE when it will be "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" Your GC 464. 1884 GC 295-6.

"If UNITY could be secured ONLY by the COMPROMISE of TRUTH and RIGHTEOUSNESS, then let there be DIFFERENCE, and even WAR! Well would it be for THE CHURCH and THE WORLD if the PRINCIPLES that actuated those steadfast souls were REVIVED in the hearts of GOD'S PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE. There is an ALARMING INDIFFERENCE...This DEGENERACY is strengthening the hands of the AGENTS OF SATAN, so that FALSE THEORIES and FATAL DELUSIONS which the FAITHFUL in ages past imperiled their LIVES to RESIST and EXPOSE, are now regarded with FAVOR by THOUSANDS who CLAIM to be FOLLOWERS of CHRISTI!" (READ ON!) GC 45-6. DA 279. T1: 274. SR 324.

(If you tell him you want up to six books as you want to teach a class – I am sure he will be delighted to send them to you!)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 18, 1996

IN THE MIDST OF TROUBLES – WE HAVE OUR BLESSINGS. CLOSING UP FOR THE WINTER – I COULD HARDLY SLEEP – THINKING THINGS WERE BADLY FROZEN – but we found they were not bad at all. We had already looked after things pretty well. If we could only look after PEOPLE as well.

I COULD NEVER SIT DOWN TO THIS TYPEWRITER WITHOUT MARVELLING:

(A) THAT MANKIND CAN LOOK RIGHT IN THE FACE OF "THE WAGES OF SIN IS...!!!"

(B) BUT HE ACTUALLY PREFERENCES HELL TORMENT THEORIES – AND THE ADVENTIST ACCEPTS SUCH A BLASPHEMER ON THE SAME GROUNDS AS A CHRISTIAN!

(C) HE IS NOT A CHRISTIAN – HE IS A DOG – "A DUMB DOG THAT WILL NOT BARK!"

(D) LET ALONE (LIKE ELIJAH!) TAKE A HUNK OUT OF HIM–!!! T5:211.

(E) REGARD HIM AS A CHRISTIAN?? THE WIRES IN HIS HEAD ARE CROSSED!

(F) NO WONDER GOD WILL WIPE SUCH OFF THE FACE OF THE EARTH–!!!

(G) AND ESPECIALLY THOSE WHO PAY THEIR WAGES!

(H) PAY THEIR WAGES–??? WITH A STICK OF DYNAMITE–!!!

- 19 -
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 21, 1996

"Then many who cherished the SACRED LIGHT broke the CORDS which confined them - and stood out SEPARATED from those COMPANIES!"  EW 241.  Those COMPANIES who go FROM BAD TO WORSE!  PT 22.  (YOU MAY HAVE A COPY! FROM BAD TO WORSE!  RH 1:9.)  Do not WAIT for THAT!  SEPARATE NOW!  Is it a SIN to SEPARATE--??  Or to REMAIN--??  It is your SOUL!  Your FATE!

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"


- 20 -
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 23, 1996

WHAT MATTERS IS - In this FIGHTING to and fro - how DECEPTIVE some people can be. I am up to p.119. PAGES AND ENDLESS PAGES BY ELDER G.I.BUTLER. (p.77 to 119.) How terribly INNOCENT he was - he ONLY wrote a LITTLE PAMPHLET and circulated it among perhaps 180 persons mainly regarding THE LAW IN GALATIANS! Was it the MORAL or CEREMONIAL LAW-?? (p.99.) He wrote to EGW about it but she refused to answer - causing him to go about out of his MIND! (WHICH HE DID ANYWAY - MONTHS OF INABILITY TO DO ANYTHING AT ALL!) Which really was his ANSWER - the LORD took his mind from him - and yet he tries to blame EVERYONE ELSE!

You might have been able to do NOTHING about it - it may have been COOKING for a LONG TIME - KNOWN and UNKNOWN to or by YOU! But the ANGELS recorded it ALL. You must ACKNOWLEDGE your own GUILT. You may even have to ACKNOWLEDGE your GUILT in NOT TAKING ACTION! That MIGHT have saved the situation.

SO IN THIS SAD SITUATION - EVERYONE MAY BE TO BLAME - we do not go around like the PRESIDENT OF THE GENERAL CONFERENCE ASKS YOU TO DO: I AM SAVED! HE KNOWS the JUDGMENTS OF GOD as so well EXPOSED by VANCE FERRELL (Or whoever sends him this information!) WM 729 to WM 732 - in the DAVID DENNIS AFFAIR - NOVEMBER 1996. They did NOTHING in 1888 - WORSE THAN THIS!

AND HOW QUICKLY SOME JUMP IN AND TAKE SIDES - without having heard the OTHER SIDE! A LAWYER ONCE TOLD ME - he knew ALL ABOUT the case - and when he had HIS CLIENT on the WITNESS STAND - it was a complete STRANGER! He won the case - but he still doesn't know WHAT THE REAL TRUTH IS! (Like in the O.J.SIMPSON CASE!) Going ROUND and ROUND for a YEAR and a HALF - and now STARTING UP AGAIN! SO IN OUR MIDST - WHAT IS THE TRUTH-?? Only SIMPSON knows. We need to be concerned about WHAT GOD TEACHES ABOUT SALVATION-!!! BY FAITH ALONE - OR ADDED WORKS-?? WE BETTER KNOW-!!! NOT BELIEVE THE SAME AS THE WORLD BELIEVES-!!! BUT THEN - YOU WILL NOT BE VERY POPULAR - WILL YOU-?? SO IF YOU MUST BE POPULAR - YOU MUST BE A DOG-!!!

"THESE DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211.
HOEHN—!!! YOU GIVE US NO HOPE AT ALL—!!! NO! I DO NOT! NOT IF YOU ARE A BORN LIAR—!!! AND CANNOT QUIT LYING—!!!

THE MESSAGE OF GOD: REPENT and

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 25, 1996

STRANGE FACTS:

(A) DEATH WAS NOT ALLOWED IN HEAVEN.
(B) AND NEVER WILL BE!
(C) THE DEATH WILL BE CONFINED TO THIS PLANET ALONE.
(D) THE SON OF GOD HAD TO DIE HERE - AND HE WILL FOREVER BE THE GOD OF THIS WORLD.
(E) I AM NOT SURE - BUT IT SEEMS LIKELY THAT CREATION OF BEINGS WILL STOP.
(F) NOT OF SUNS OR MOONS OR PLANETS OR SOLAR SYSTEMS - BUT OF HUMANIDS OR ANGELS - THERE WILL BE NO MORE - !!!
(G) FOR BEINGS TO HAVE BABIES WAS SOMETHING NEW IN THE UNIVERSE.
(H) IT WILL NEVER BE ALLOWED AGAIN.
(I) WE CAN WING OUR TIRELESS FLIGHT TO WORLDS AFAR! GC 677. (49S.) AND THEY CAN VISIT US.
(J) THE HOLY CITY WILL HOLD ALL THE REDEEMED - BUT THEY WILL HAVE COUNTRY HOMES AS WELL.
(K) THE 144,000 WILL HAVE A SPECIAL TEMPLE FOR THEM ALONE! EW 19.
(L) THEIR NAMES ARE WRITTEN THERE IN LETTERS OF GOLD.
(M) NO ONE ELSE CAN ENTER. (EW 19.)
(N) THEY NEVER DIED. (SAME EW 19.)
(O) THEY CAN FLY - THEY FLY TO THE TOP OF THE WALLS OF THE CITY.
(P) THE WICKED ARE EARTHBOUND - THEY CANNOT FLY.
(Q) THEY LOOK UP TO THE SAINTS.
(R) SHOULD HAVE LOOKED UP TO THEM SOONER.
(S) NOW IT IS TOO LATE. (EW 294.)
(T) FRIENDS LONG SEPARATED BY DEATH - ARE UNITED - NEVER MORE TO PART! GC 645.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 27, 1996

THE SNOW PLOW IS HERE RIGHT NOW - the greatest snow in recorded HISTORY. Already cost me $150.00 this winter! May cost $300.00 by spring. (April-May.) May be bad FLOODS this coming 1997. - 22 -
Right now many birds may freeze. Birds do not freeze if they have enough in their stomach - but with such deep snow - they cannot get at it. Have to stock up the feeder...save a few.

WE COULD TRY AND SAVE A FEW ADVENTISTS

If they are not TOO FROZEN in that COLD, UNFEELING ATMOSPHERE. RH 2:96. "They seemed LIFELESS, and COLD, and DEAD!" RH 2:143. (TRUTH!) "It is a FIRE, but it cannot penetrate the ICE-BOUND HEART that cherishes UNBELIEF!" RH 2:453,474. "They are MORAL ICEBERGS!" RH 2:505. BC 3:1157. "Their ZEAL is CHILLED by FORMALITY, WORLDLY AMBITION, PRIDE, and LOVE OF SELF!" T9:155. "...and the LOVE of JESUS is DEAD!" TM 352. "...they have LOST their FIRST LOVE!" T5:386. "...as COLD as ICEBERGS!" T4:548.

THE HUGE ICEBERG PLANTS ITSELF

right in the MIDDLE of the SEA LANES in the FOG of this MIDNIGHT HOUR - and the LITTLE SHIP OF TRUTH must HIT IT SQUARE ON!!! TREMBLING FROM STEM to STEM with the ICE falling like THUNDER to the DECK! NO LIVES WILL BE LOST! DEPENDS which CRAFT we go on and WHO IS THE CAPTAIN? T5:104,572. SM 2:128. Why this SHIP was released in 1958 - where ALL are LOST on that SHIP - we will never know! They had us so FIRMLY PLANTED ON "STAY WITH THE SHIP!" THE PREACHERS ECHOED EACH OTHER 10,000 TIMES! AND THEN SM 2:128. THE MAN AT THE HELM HAD MISTAKEN THE BEACON LIGHT AND EVERYONE ON BOARD WAS PLUNGED TO ETERNITY!!! "TO RISE NO MORE!" WHAT A FALSE HOPE!!! GET OFF IN TIME! TAKE TO THE LIFE BOATS!!! SAVE YOURSELF, YOUR FAMILY, AND THOSE THAT WILL GO WITH YOU! START A HOME CHURCH!

WHAT IS THE LOUD CRY - THE LAST MESSAGE - ???

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 28, 1996

RANDOM THOUGHTS - NOT SO RANDOM!!!
THOSE WHO KNOW ME - KNOW THAT I DOCUMENT WHAT I SAY SO THAT FEW TACKLE HOEHN DOCUMENTING - WHICH TAKES HOURS AND HOURS AND HOURS - HAS BEEN DONE.
MEETING THE MAJOR ERRORS OF OTHERS - HAS BEEN DONE!

- 23 -
"THE MESSAGE WILL BE CARRIED, AS WAS THE MIDNIGHT CRY of 1844, not so much by ARGUMENT as by the DEEP CONVIC-
TION of the SPIRIT OF GOD. The ARGUMENTS - HAVE BEEN
PRESENTED! THE SEED HAS BEEN SOWN! (PAST TENSE!) And
now it will SPRING UP and bear FRUIT!" 1884 GC 430. GC 612.

MOMENTOUS CHANGES HAVE TAKEN PLACE - but not for the
BETTER - but for the WORSE! COMMUNISM has come to an
END in much of the EARTH. COMMUNISM was but the BAS-
TARD SON OF ROMANISM! THE COUNTRIES THAT WENT COM-
MUNIST WERE FOR A MILLENNIUM UNDER THE IRON HEAL OF
ROMANISM. Now that they have been given a spell of LIBERTY
- many countries are voting BACK INTO COMMUNISM! HOW
MANY ARE ACCEPTING REAL PROTESTANTISM-??? IS BILLY
GRAHAM-???

THE SAME HELL! THE SAME SUNDAY! THE SAME PORK! THE
ADVENTISTS PRAISE BILLY BABBLING GRAHAM TO THE SKIES!
I WONDER WHY-???. HIS IS A PURER GOSPEL-???. ROMAN-
ISM HAS MORE MERCY - UNDER PURGATORY you have HOPE -
if your loved ones have PRIESTS or HOLY NUNS say enough
MASSES for you. Under BILLY GRAHAM - UNDER A PURER
RELIGION - there is NO HOPE! He puts you in the SAME HELL
- and throws the KEY AWAY - NO HOPE! ROME HAS MORE
MERCY! HOW SILLY TO SEE ADVENTISTS (RUN BY JEWS!) MAKING A RAID AGAINST ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!
And falling in the arms of BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM! The same
HELL! The same PORK! The same SUNDAY-EASTER-X-MASS!

CHRISTIANS WILL BELONG TO NEITHER ONE!

IN THE SEALING TIME:

"The PUBLICATIONS distributed by MISSIONARY WORKERS
HAVE exerted their INFLUENCE...NOW THE RAYS OF LIGHT PEN-
ETRATE EVERYWHERE - THE TRUTH IS SEEN IN ITS CLEARNESS
- and the HONEST children of God SEVER THE BANDS which
have held them. FAMILY CONNECTIONS - CHURCH RELATIONS
- are POWERLESS to stay them now. TRUTH is more precious
than all besides...A LARGE NUMBER TAKE THEIR STAND UPON
THE LORD'S SIDE!" 1884 GC 430. GC 612.

"...will rank under the BANNER of THE LORD GOD JEHOVAH,
and will receive the SEAL of the LIVING GOD..."
...when THE PROTESTANT CHURCHES WILL UNITE...there will be a NATIONAL APOSTASY which will END only in NATIONAL RUIN!" (ST March 22, 1910. 1884 GC 410.) "...HISTORY WILL BE REPEATED. FALSE RELIGION WILL BE EXALTED...FORCE IS THE LAST RESORT...THIS DAY WILL BE THE TEST!" BC 7:976-7. REV. 18...

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JANUARY 3, 1997

DID CHRIST HAVE A SINFUL NATURE - ???

"CHRIST was the ONLY ONE who walked the Earth upon whom there rested NO TAIN OF SIN...He was SINLESS!" Youth's Instructor, February 1873. SM 3:134.

"Though He had NO TAIN OF SIN upon HIS CHARACTER, yet He condescended to connect our FALLEN NATURE with HIS DIVINITY!" Letter 81, 1896. SM 3:134.

THE INCARNATION

"The OBEDIENCE of CHRIST to His FATHER was the SAME OBEDIENCE that is required of MAN. MAN CANNOT overcome SATAN'S temptations WITHOUT divine power to COMBINE with His instrumentality...The Lord now demands that every son and daughter of ADAM through FAITH in JESUS CHRIST, serve Him in (the) human NATURE which we now have...we are not to serve GOD as if we were NOT HUMAN, but we are to serve Him in the NATURE WE HAVE...we shall stand before God pardoned, and as though we had NEVER SINNED!" SM 3:139, 140.

"He was subject to TEMPTATION, but He yielded NOT TO SIN. NO TAIN OF SIN was upon Him." Manuscript 99, 1903. SM 3:141, 142. "MINISTERS sometimes tell the people that they have NOTHING to do but BELIEVE - that JESUS has DONE IT ALL, and that our WORKS are NOTHING. But the WORD OF GOD PLAINLY STATES that in the JUDGMENT the scales will be balanced accurately, and the decisions will be based on the EVIDENCE ADDUCED.

"One man becomes RULER of TEN CITIES, another of FIVE, another of TWO, each man receiving EXACTLY in PROPORTION to the IMPROVEMENT he has made on the TALENTS entrusted to his keeping. OUR EFFORTS IN WORKS of RIGHTEOUSNESS in OUR OWN BEHALF and for the salvation of SOULS, will have a DECIDED INFLUENCE on our RECOMPENSE." RH Oct. 25, 1881. SM 3:147-8.
"We shall NEVER ATTAIN to this condition without EARNEST EFFORT. We must strive DAILY against outward EVIL and inward SIN, if we would REACH the PERFECTION OF CHRISTIAN CHARACTER." RH May 30, 1882. SM 3:148. "JESUS is our Savior TODAY. He is pleading FOR US in the MOST HOLY PLACE of the HEAVENLY SANCTUARY, and HE will FORGIVE OUR SINS!" SM 3:149. "The TRUTH will TRIUMPH and we mean to TRIUMPH with it!" SM 3:178–9. "You do not at ONE BOUND reach PERFECTION. SANCTIFICATION is the WORK of a LIFETIME!" SM 3:193. "The ANGELS of GOD will be around you as a WALL OF FIRE!" SM 3:193. "Those in the World, having LOST their connection with GOD, are making DESPERATE, INSANE EFFORTS to make CENTERS OF THEMSELVES!" SM 3:418.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JANUARY 4, 1997

All teachers know (or should know) that the student must hear something six or seven times before he hears it ONCE! THEREFORE: "...HISTORY will be REPEATED!" "As we near the CLOSE of this World's HISTORY..." TM 116. "...all THREE of the MESSAGES are STILL to be PROCLAIMED...be REPEATED... showing their ORDER!" SM 2:105. "...their TIME, and PLACE!" SM 2:117. (QUESTION: Is it ROME, or is it AMERICA?)

All this TALK - through ADVENTISM - of ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM! as one ECHOES the other - when THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY says "The PROTESTANTS of the UNITED STATES will be FOREMOST!" Your GC 588. "PROTESTANTISM will yet STRETCH HER HAND across the GULF to grasp the hand of SPIRITUALISM; SHE (PROTESTANTISM) will reach over the A-BYSS to clasp hands with the ROMAN POWER; and under the influence of this THREEFOLD UNION, our country will follow in the STEPS OF ROME...A GOD OF LOVE IS PRESENTED...PLEASING BEWITCHING FABLES!" 1884 ORIGINAL GC 405.

WHO DID CHARLES WHEELING SAY WAS FOREMOST-???

ROMANISM or PENTECOSTALISM-???

ROME or U.S.A.-???

OR PERHAPS IT DOES NOT MATTER-??? SO ONE ECHOES THE OTHER-!!! WE WOULD LIKE TO HAVE THINGS STRAIGHT-!!! IS IT ROME-???

OR IS IT AMERICAN PROTESTANTISM-???

STARTED IN TORONTO, CANADA-!!!
WHAT WE BELIEVE DOES NOT MATTER TO YOU-!!!
WHAT YOU BELIEVE - MATTERS TO YOU-!!!

SO HERE IS OUR ADVICE - SINCE WE ARE IN THIS TIME - SET ORIGINAL 1884 GC 426 before you - side by side - with your GC 608 - STUDY THE DIFFERENCE! (IF ANY!) WRITE OR PHONE YOUR BEST FRIEND - INVITE THEM OVER - DOES CHARLES WHEELING THEORY HOLD WATER-??? OR IS IT AS LEAKY AS A BARREL USED FOR SHOTGUN PRACTICE-???

AND WHEN YOU ARE FINALIZING THE FINE POINTS OF THIS DEBATE - DO NOT DO AS OTHERS DO - SAY "ADVENTISTS" IF THE LORD SAYS PEOPLE OF GOD! 1884 GC 429. Your GC 611.

DO NOT HAND BOOQUETS - IF IT IS IN THE TIME OF THE OMEGA - THE TIME OF "DARKNESS...IMPENETRABLE!" COL 414 (423).
WHEN THE LORD WILL CHOOSE OTHERS! FCE 206. TM 70,96, 126,130. GC 606-7,608. 1884 GC 426,432,435-6,443,445-6, 452,472-3. BLESSED ARE OTHERS!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JANUARY 5, 1997

OTHERS: "It ANGERED them also - that those who showed only CONTEMPT for the RABBIS - and who were NEVER SEEN in the SYNAGOGUE - should FLOCK about JESUS, and LISTEN with RAPT ATTENTION to His words." COL 158,186,190,192,197.

THESE BLESSED OTHERS!

"JESUS saith unto them, Verily I say unto you, that the PUBLICANS and the HARLOTS go into the KINGDOM OF GOD BEFORE YOU!" Matt. 21:31. "Therefore say I unto you, the KINGDOM of GOD shall be taken FROM YOU, and given to (OTHERS!) TO A NATION BRINGING FORTH THE FRUITS THEREOF!" Matt. 21:43; 8:11,12. "...they which were BIDDEN - were not WORTHY!" Matt. 22:8. "Go ye therefore (AND CALL OTHERS!)" Matt. 22:9. (YOUR PREACHER NEVER TOLD YOU THAT - DID HE-???)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JANUARY 6, 1997

There are a lot of things your preacher never told you - isn't there-???. There is only ONE WAY you would find out - isn't there-???. By reading MORE than he does - and/or reading what he CONDEMNS-!!!
Putting the shoe on the other foot - is he one who **CONDEMNS FUTURISM—??** What HAS TRANSPRIED IS HISTORY! That is DONE - FINISHED! But what IS PREDICTED TO HAPPEN IS FUTUREISM!!! All FUTURISM IS PROPHECY!!! CAN WE DO WITHOUT PROPHECY—???

**LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE**

SR. WHITE WAS SHOWN - THAT YOUR PREACHER WILL KEEP SUNDAY—!!! YOU WILL FIND THIS IN 1884 GC 426 - OR YOUR GC 608. WHY DOES A CERTAIN CLASS OF ADVENTISTS RAIL AT CATHOLICS FOR HAVING BROUGHT IN THE SUNDAY—!!! BUT THAT SAME CLASS OF ADVENTISTS PRETEND THAT ADVENTISTS WILL NEVER - NO, NEVER - FOLLOW ROMANISM—!!!

**IN THE FUTURE—!!!**

YOU HAVE THE REFERENCES ABOVE - THEY BOTH START OUT:

"**AS THE STORM APPROACHES...**"

NOT HERE YET - AND THEY ABANDON - GIVE UP - SURRENDER - YIELD - LET GO - DROP - DISMISS - REJECT - QUIT - CAVE IN - FISH-TAIL - DECEIVE - MISLEAD - and do what they always have done - choose the EASY POPULAR SIDE!

IT MAY BE SURPRISING FOR THESE PEOPLE TO FIND OUT THAT ROME DID NOT ALWAYS KEEP SUNDAY - THEY TOOK STEP AFTER STEP! THE FIRST STEP WAS TO KEEP X-MASS AND EASTER! SO THE ADVENTISTS! ARE YOU JUST A TAG-ALONG—?? NO BACKBONE—?? NO CONVICTIONS—?? JUST FOLLOW OLD NICHOLS - OLD FROOM - OLD RICHARDS - AND ROUNDLY CURSE US IF WE DID NOT DO THE SAME—!!! GC 444-5. 1884 GC 278.

"Satan exults, for he has inspired them...They are FOLLOWING IN THE TRACK OF ROMANISM (AND BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM!)...RULE, RULE, HAS BEEN THEIR COURSE OF ACTION...A LIE, BELIEVED, PRACTICED, BECOMES A TRUTH TO THEM...THESE ARE FALSE GODS—!!!" TM 362-4. (AND 50 MORE—!!!)

You will be SURPRISED who these might be who turn us into LAW—!!! BECOME OUR MOST BITTER ENEMIES—!!! 1884 GC 426. YOUR GC 608.

DO NOT SAY YOU WERE NOT Warned—!!!

- 28 -
IT IS INTERESTING to look BACK and RECALL what ADVENTISM was teaching in different TIME PERIODS - SISTER WHITE or no SISTER WHITE. How they let URIAH SMITH TAKE OVER - then FROOM - HOUTEFF had his day - RICHARDS had his - NICHOLS brought in X-MASS - then EASTER - following in the TRACKS of ROMANISM-!!!

WHAT IS EVEN MORE INTERESTING - after looking BACK what they DID - is to look AHEAD - what did she PREDICT for the FUTURE-??? Of course - this has been our STUDY for over 50 YEARS - what did she PREDICT-??? There are several OUTSTANDING THINGS that are going to set the WORLD on its EAR! It is NOT going to go along as they imagine. ONE OUTSTANDING THING:

SATAN APPEARS IN PERSON-!!!

CHECK THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 1884 GC 442 and your GC 624

He will appear in different parts of the World. Who all will go CRAZY at his APPEARING-??? WHAT ABOUT THE CHURCH? ITS LEADERS-??? Just about EVERYONE that READS this ACCOUNT will take OATH that HE/SHE will NOT be FOOLED! But EW 88 and 263 likens it to a TRAIN - and it seemed THE WHOLE WORLD WAS ON BOARD - that there could not be ONE LEFT!

IT IS TRUE - that his WONDERFUL HEALING will BACKFIRE! And those who fell for him will WAKE UP - but can they then REPENT-??? Or does God close the DOOR OF PROBATION - the ANGEL OF MERCY took her FLIGHT - NEVER TO RETURN! We have ONE CHANCE - ONLY ONE! WILL WE BLOW IT-???

All who are just TAG-ALONGS will TAG-ALONG ONCE TOO OFTEN - we must learn NOW!

"The ANGEL is to place a MARK upon the FOREHEAD of ALL who ARE SEPARATED from SIN and SINNERS, and the DEV TROYING ANGEL will follow, to SLAY UTTERLY both OLD and YOUNG! T5:505."
WHAT KIND OF A RESOLUTION WILL YOU THEN MAKE - IF YOU ARE DEAD-??? You know what we are saying-??? MAKE YOUR PEACE WITH GOD - NOW-!!! Not wait for HEPPENSTALL to GIVE YOU A CHARACTER WHEN CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES-!!! The saddest words on the HUMAN TONGUE - "TOO LATE!" You should know - if you STUDIED THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE that PROBATION CLOSED - SIX PLAGUES BEFORE-!!! "TODAY IS THE DAY OF SALVATION!" MAKE THE MOST OF IT-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JANUARY 8, 1997

The Church and the World are a MESS! They are NOT about to get any BETTER. The PROPHECY SAYS "WORSE and WORSE!" INCURABLE DISEASES are sweeping the land. WOMEN are KILLING their own BABIES. HOMOS and LESBIANS are doing what was NEVER DONE BEFORE - WORSE THAN SODOM AND GOMORRAH - PARADING DOWN MAIN STREET - BANNERS FLYING - demanding their RIGHTS! What RIGHTS do they HAVE? MORE ON THE MARCH - than perhaps there was in SODOM and GOMORRAH-!!! How many in that MARCH are DISEASED-??? How many in the CHURCH-??? STATISTICS SAY - about the SAME PROPORTION in the CHURCHES as in the WORLD-!!! Not much different from CHURCH to CHURCH!

YOUR PREACHER DID NOT TELL YOU THREE THINGS:

(1) He is teaching IN COMMON with the other CHURCHES!
(2) That this was PREDICTED in 1884 GC 278. Your GC 445.
(3) PASSED in RH Dec. 18, 1969. p.20. Is he a FAITHFUL DOG-???

BOY! WOULD I LIKE TO SEE HIS FACE COME JUDGMENT DAY!
WHY DID HE NOT: (1) SEE IT IN YOUR GC 445? (2) WARN the flock about it-??? (3) Is he true to T5:211-??? A DUMB DOG THAT WILL NOT BARK! His WIFE will not let him-??? He will be OUTCAST-??? (4) He would have the RIGHT to be GATHERED! ISA. 56:8. RH 5:51,53,221-3,245. (5) The RIGHT to be SEALED and SAVE his FAMILY! T3:267. (6) He could set up a HOUSE CHURCH! "THE CHURCH IN THY HOUSE!" Philemon 2. Romans 16:5. 1 Cor. 16:19. Ephesians 6:10-17.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JANUARY 9, 1997

"THE CHURCH IN THINE HOUSE!" What a wonderful thought-!!! It is not like old times - when people could not READ! And needed a TOWN CRIER! But we can READ! - 30 -
So the Devil has CHANGED THE WRITINGS! Now what are we to BELIEVE? THIS BOOK OR THAT BOOK? HOW CAN WE TELL—???

WE ARE DEALING WITH A FINE POINT HERE-!!!

IF CHRIST WAS ON EARTH – WE COULD BY MIGHT AND MAIN – GET TO HEAR HIM—!!! BUT HE SAID – IF HE IS GONE – THAT IS NOT A LOSS — THAT IS A GAIN—!!!

HOW SO – HOW CAN IT BE A GAIN—???

BECAUSE HE WILL SEND THE HOLY SPIRIT! "HE WILL GUIDE YOU INTO ALL TRUTH!" BUT THERE ARE CONDITIONS! We already saw JOHN 16:13. NOW LET US GO TO Th7:214. "PLACE YOUR MIND AND WILL where the HOLY SPIRIT can REACH THEM!"

WHY — ???

"FOR HE WILL NOT WORK THROUGH ANOTHER MAN'S MIND AND CONSCIENCE TO REACH YOURS!"

WHY — ???


YOU WILL GET MUCH MORE OUT OF THIS IF YOU READ IT IN ITS SETTING!

READ IT FOR YOURSELF IN THE SECRET PLACE OF PRAYER!

Ω Ω Ω Ω

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JANUARY 10, 1997

THE ARROGANT CHURCH LEADERS WILL IN NO WAY WANT US TO BELIEVE THIS: "If NATHANAEEL had TRUSTED to the RABBIS for GUIDANCE – he would NEVER have found JESUS...LIKE NA-
THANAEEL, we need to study GOD'S WORD for ourselves...He who saw NATHANAEEL under the FIG TREE, will see us in the SECRET PLACE OF PRAYER. ANGELS from the world of LIGHT are NEAR to those who in HUMILITY seek for DIVINE GUID-
ANCE!" (READ ON!) DA 140-1, 611, 619. "In securing the CONDEMNATION of JESUS they depended largely upon the CLAMOR of the MOB, many of them the RABBIS of JERUSA-
LEM!" DA 703.
"MANY will stand IN OUR PULPITS with the TORCH OF FALSE PROPHECY in their hands - kindled from the HELLISH TORCH OF SATAN...The conflict is to wax FIERCER and FIERCER. SATAN will take the field and PERSONATE CHRISTI" TM 409,411. DO NOT SAY YOU WERE NOT WARNED!!!

"REPENTANCE is the FIRST STEP that must be taken by ALL who would RETURN to GOD. NO ONE can do this WORK for another. We must INDIVIDUALLY humble our SOULS before GOD, and put away our IDOLS. When we have done ALL THAT WE CAN DO, the LORD will manifest to us His SALVATION!" PP 590.

I WAS LOOKING TO FIND A CERTAIN REFERENCE - but looked FOR HOURS - and could not find it - and yet, perhaps I did. ACTUALLY - this happened more than ONCE - that the LORD CAST STONES on the ENEMIES of ISRAEL! ASK MIKE CLUTE and his WOMEN from the PAPER-DOLLIE WARD to explain this!

PP 507: FIVE of the CANAANITE KINGS entered into a CONFEDERACY against GIBEON. Their movements were RAPID! The GIBEONITES were UNPREPARED FOR DEFENSE. They appealed to JOSHUA. They had no ARMS - NOTHING! But a FIERCE HAILSTORM CAME UP and burst upon them. "The LORD cast down GREAT STONES from Heaven...There were more which DIED with HAILSTONES than they whom the Children of ISRAEL slew with a SWORD!" Habakkuk 3:11-19. "The SUN and MOON stood still...Thou didst march through the land in IN-DIGNATION (LOVE TO ALL MEN EVERYWHERE—???)...thou didst thresh the HEATHEN in ANGER...for the salvation of thy PEOPLE!" PP 508.

"When the HEATHEN ARMORITES had set themselves...GOD INTERPOSED, casting down GREAT STONES FROM HEAVEN...We are told of a GREATER BATTLE to take place in the closing scenes of EARTH'S HISTORY, when JEHOVAH hath opened His ARMORY, and hath brought forth the WEAPONS OF HIS INDIGNATION." JER. 50:25. "...A GREAT HAIL OUT OF HEAVEN, every STONE about the weight of a TALENT!" REV. 16:17,21. PP 509. (THIS IS A PREDICTION!) THANK GOD—!!! TO SAVE HIS PEOPLE!

THE LORD WILL MAKE A WAY OF ESCAPE - AS AT THE RED SEA! HIS PEOPLE WILL BE SAFE IN HIS ARMS—!!!
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JANUARY 11, 1997

The word is there – only ONCE in all the BIBLE – ARMAGEDDON! Rev. 16:16. Yet that WORD has caused more DEBATE than any other WORD in the BIBLE. Yet it is NOT all that IMPORTANT. It is NOT what the ADVENTISTS MAKE IT. Because they (And most REFORM!) (THAT REFORM NOTHING!) Because of two things: (1) Because they go by URIAH SMITH! (2) Because it is in the SIXTH PLAGUE – PROBATION has long since CLOSED! The next verse (17) makes that ABUNDANTLY CLEAR! THERE IS NO HOPES IN ARMAGEDDON! Even if ADVENTISTS make it so appear – that you can take SIDES THEN!

GEORGE McREADY PRICE had it RIGHT! (I had the honor to meet him! About 1928.) HE SAID: (1) ON ONE SIDE – NONE WILL DIE! (2) ON THE OTHER SIDE – NONE WILL REMAIN ALIVE! But the CHURCH went for URIAH SMITH – IT WAS MORE EXCITING! A WAR BETWEEN NATIONS! AFTER FIVE KILLER PLAGUES—??? HOW MANY – OR HOW FEW – WILL THEN BE ALIVE—???

REV. 16:14 is much more IMPORTANT – It is a GATHERING "TO" ARMAGEDDON! SO THIS THROWS NEW LIGHT ON EW 69 and 123–5. WE HAVE THREE ELEMENTS HERE – REV. 16:13. (1) DRAGON. (2) BEAST. (3) FALSE PROPHET. And they work MIRACLES! REV. 16:14. NOW THIS IS MORE INTERESTING THAN ARMAGEDDON! FOR APPARENTLY THEY ARE ON THE GO! TAKING SIDES—!!! At this juncture, read with great WONDERMENT – THE GATHERING TIME! EW 69. In which "THE LORD GOD WHICH GATHERETH THE OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL!" 1884 GC 283.

WHAT AN INSULT—!!! NOT ISRAEL! As they so fondly HOPED and TAUGHT – but the OUTCASTS! NOT THE TAG-ALONG URIAH SMITH BUNCH – BUT THE OUTCASTS! A SUPERIOR PEOPLE! REVERSING THE JUDGMENTS OF MEN—!!! Do they take it QUIETLY or do they get KILLING MAD? TM 70. 1884 GC 424-5. GC 606-7. IN DESPERATION – TO GET MORE CLOUT ON THEIR SIDE – THEY KEEP SUNDAY! 1884 GC 426. YOUR GC 608. THIS IS EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER! GOD'S PEOPLE WILL "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!!"
There is NO OTHER WAY—!!!
Even if AN ARMY OF FALSE PROPHETS SAY SO—!!!

THE PHARISEES: "The GLORIFICATION of THEMSELVES - was the OBJECT of their LIVES!" DA 408. T5; 133. "When poor mortals, however HIGH their PROFESSION, become JUST in their own eyes, then JESUS leaves them to be DECEIVED in regard to THEMSELVES!" T1:331. "No greater DELUSION can DECEIVE the HUMAN MIND!" T1:335. "He is UNITING his INFLUENCE with the DRAGON HOST!" T1:337. "SANCTIFICATION is NOT the work of a MOMENT, an HOUR, or a DAY...there is NO POINT to which we can come and say we have FULLY ATTAINED!" T1:340. "They become INSANE upon that POINT!" T1:350.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JANUARY 12, 1997
We should learn SOMETHING NEW EVERY DAY! What will it be TODAY—??? I do not know. THE MOST INTERESTING THING IS - What was PREDICTED for the FUTURE—??? Is that why the agents of the DEVIL are making a RAID on FUTURISM—??? We are not to study THE FUTURE—???

THE FUTURE is not very ROSY!
"...when the FIGURES reach a certain amount which GOD has FIXED, the MINISTRY of His WRATH commences. The account is CLOSED. Divine patience CEASES. There is NO MORE PLEADING OF MERCY!" T5:208. PK 364.

PROBATION OVER—!!!
Do you know of a single WRITER - that will hit this THEME? There is more LIGHT in the WORLD - than in CHURCH or REFORM! Just a PLAIN FACT! MORE LIGHT in NEWS MAGAZINES than the EMPTY EUPHORIA in CHURCH and REFORM MAGAZINES! Only fit for the WASTEBASKET! Because coming to grips with true EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER will win no APPRECIATION or RECOGNITION! It is NOT what people want to hear. Maybe it will go away - like a BAD DREAM! I do not think so. I think we need to STUDY how the MULTITUDES will be OVERWHELMED - so we do NOT make the same MISTAKES - AS THEY WILL! It is there - it is all WRITTEN OUT FOR US—!!! WHY SHOULD WE AVOID IT—???
STRIKE UP THE BAND AND HAVE A SING-ALONG! IN THIS TIME
dearest FRIENDS will SUDDENLY TURN AGAINST US. And there
will be NO RECONCILIATION! They will find ANOTHER GROUP!
It will seem - OVERNIGHT! NO CONSCIENCE LEFT! ESPECI-
ALLY if thereby they receive HONOR-!!!

IF YOU ARE ONE WHO HOLDS TO THE TRUTH - and THEY are
just LOOKING to take a SWIPE AT YOU - THERE WILL BE (And
there ARE!) BREAKUPS EVERYWHERE-!!! This is what these
SHYSTERS will not tell you: (WATCH EVERY WORD - READ IT
OVER AND OVER AGAIN - UNDERLINE KEY WORDS WITH
COLORS!)

"At the COMING of CHRIST the WICKED are BLOTTED from the
face of THE WHOLE EARTH - CONSUMED with the spirit of His
MOUTH, and DESTROYED by the BRIGHTNESS of HIS GLORY.
CHRIST takes HIS PEOPLE to the CITY OF GOD, and the Earth
is EMPTIED of its INHABITANTS...The whole Earth appears like a
DESOLATE WILDERNESS. The RUINS of CITIES and VILLAGES...
(READ ON!) 1884 GC 474. Your GC 657. (Almost the SAME!)
This, of course - is TOO LATE to change ANYTHING - this
merely HIGHLIGHTS THE FACT of 1,000 years of Earth's DESO-
This is NOT the TEACHING of contemporary ADVENTISM! It is
only the TRUTH! The present LEADERSHIP - do not have a
CLUE! They are a MILE OFF COURSE! In the MYSTERIOUS
TRIANGLE! NO DOUBT LARGE ORE BODIES - THROW THE
COMPASS OSCILLATING. Do not know where they are. THAT
is THE CHURCH!

THEY HAVE NO IDEA WHERE THEY ARE!

Thought for today January 13, 1997

"May Thy NAME be glorified on EARTH as it is in HEAVEN!"
HEAVEN! HEAVEN! HEAVEN! WHAT A WORD! WHAT MEANING!
Each SPECK you see in the sky - is a SUN. With the naked
eye - what is it that can be counted - 1200-?? And with a
MAIL-ORDER TELESCOPE we can count that many - where we see
NOTHING! So take a look at the HEAVENS - if we can count
THAT MANY MORE - in ONE SPECK in the HEAVENS -
how many are there ALL TOOK? -?? And then have some
IDIOT (FRED WRIGHT!) say between us and CHRIST - there is
not a HAIR'S BREADTH OF DIFFERENCE! One would WONDER
that the ANGEL would not slap him in the MOUTH - RIGHT
THERE!
I had NO INTENTION of WRITING THIS TODAY - but perhaps I should. THE FIRST ADVENTIST CAMPMEETING I ATTENDED - a man came up to me and said - was it HIM-??? Or was it someone else-??? No real matter. I do not know how many - it was a LONELY ROAD - NO HOUSES - and a VIOLENT STORM CAME UP - and the only possible SHELTER was a SALOON. So they got under cover...

There was a DRUNK - CURSING GOD! The SALOON KEEPER ordered him to STOP! Or he did not know what would happen if he continued. He would not stop. So the SALOON KEEPER ORDERED HIM OUT-!!! If he is going to act like that - GET OUT-!!!

THE DRUNK GOT OUT - shook his fist to Heaven and yelled: "If there is a God in Heaven - STRIKE ME DOWN-!!!" All the people saw it - a bolt of LIGHTNING HIT HIM - and he CRUMBELED like a SACK! THE CORONER DOCTORS SAID - they never saw anything like it - there was not a bone in his body - more than half an INCH LONG - he became a SACK - NO SKELETON-!!! GOD SPOKE-!!!

THE BIBLE AND TESTIMONIES SAY: EXPECT JUST SUCH THINGS TO HAPPEN WORLDWIDE WHEN GOD'S WRATH COMES! When PROBATION CLOSES! When there is NO MORE HOPE! It was there all the time - but we did not see it. "And there fell upon men a GREAT HAIL OUT OF HEAVEN, every STONE about the weight of a TALENT; and men BLASPHEMED GOD because of the PLAGUE of the HAIL..." REV. 16:20. Now go BACK and read about the SEVEN LAST PLAGUES - REV. 15 & 16. "AND THEY REPENTED NOT!" The TIME for REPENTANCE was PAST! Now UNDERSTAND why EW 44 tells us the SAINTS need a SHELTER from the BURNING WRATH OF GOD in the SEVEN LAST PLAGUES! "...in the day of SLAUGHTER!" All this in EW 44 and follow with 48. And don't come with some YARN that you have NO TIME! You will have an eternity of TIME! Better SHUT YOUR MOUTH and STUDY like you never did before! And tell others WHAT YOU FOUND-!!! There is only a WHISPER of TIME left - make the most of it-!!! IF WE ARE SAVED - it will be a MIRACLE-!!! "We are not saved in GROUPS!" GC 490, 622-3. "...Is an INDIVIDUAL WORK-!!!" (SAME.) "TODAY is the DAY of SALVATION!"

DON'T LET THE CRAZIES - LEAD YOU ASTRAY-!!!
WHO IS A CRAZY???

A LIAR - IT IS THE SAME THING!

"And there shall in no wise enter into it anything that DEFIL-ETH, neither whatsoever worketh ABOMINATION, or maketh a LIE!" REV. 21:27.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JAN. 14, 1997


HOW THE LORD STRUCK THE FROOMS AND THE MAXWELLS DOWN - IN THE MIDDLE OF THEIR GLORY-!!! THE PAXTON BOOK - BRINSMED BOOK - FRED WRIGHT (The CRAZIEST of the CRAZIES!) and OTHERS! We may soon have more to write - as it could be the DOOR OF PROBATION IS ABOUT TO CLOSE - FOR A LARGE NUMBER IT IS CLOSED ALREADY! NO HOPE IN THIS WORLD! THEY HAVE PASSED THE BOUNDARY OF HOPE! JUST AT THE TIME THE CHURCH LEADERS ARE PLAYING THEIR JEWISH HARP - PEACE and SAFETY! Just on the verge of a STUPENDOUS CRISIS! The daily news - reveals MILLIONS RIOTING - WORLD-WIDE! As never before in his- tory - NATURE KILLING MILLIONS! RED MERCURY NUCLEAR BOMBS - the size of a SAND- WICH can be bought for $30,000 to $40,000. Soon to fall in the hands of TERRORISTS!
IT IS SO HARD FOR US TO BELIEVE - JUST AS IT IS WRITTEN-!!!

You know we have written - perhaps the GREATEST MIRACLE IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD - was the ground opening up for KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM (KD&A). Going ALIVE into the pit! But did we see THIS:

(GOD DOES NOT DESTROY-???) “The earth is convulsed - the ground trembles, heaves, and rises into SWELLS and WAVES, and there are heavy sounds like THUNDER underground. The air is heated and suffocating. The earth quickly OPENS, and I saw VILLAGES, CITIES, and BURNING MOUNTAINS carried down together into the EARTH...GOD CONTROLS ALL THESE ELEMENTS; they are His instruments to DO HIS WILL...These FIERY ISSUES have been, and will be His agents to BLOT OUT from the Earth VERY WICKED CITIES. THE SAINTS are PRESERVED...” SG 3:80-3. SOP 1:82-5.

IF YOU DO NOT READ IT FOR YOURSELF - YOU WILL MISS MUCH! THESE MANIFESTATIONS WILL BE JUST AT THE END! IT WILL BE AN OVERWHELMING SURPRISE TO THE WHOLE WORLD BECAUSE THE CHURCH WAS NOT TEACHING IT-!!! THEY WERE TOO BUSY RAPTING THEM WITH VISIONS OF "LOVE UNLIMITED - UNCONDITIONAL - UNCEASING-!!!"

THE VERY OPPOSITE OF THE TRUTH!
WILL YOU CATCH ONE WRITER WHO WILL REPEAT THIS-???
WE PRINTED IT-!!!

RED HERRING! Publication No. 426. March 10, 1978. AND REPEATED December 6, 1991. You may be able to get a COPY from the SHOP - if it is not SHUT DOWN!

(HOWL, ADVENTIST HOWL!) “The 144,000 TRIUMPHED...Then I was shown a COMPANY who were HOWLING IN AGONY...I asked WHO this COMPANY WERE? The ANGEL said, "These are they who have ONCE kept the SABBATH and have GIVEN IT UP!" (They give THE LOUD CRY-??? or A LOUD CRY-????) "I heard them CRY with a LOUD VOICE..." (ALL THIS IN EW 33 and 37.) CONNECT THE TWO-!!!

I am writing this in the year 1997. It would do you a GREAT DEAL OF GOOD - if you could get a COPY of that MAXWELL BOOK - and now REREAD IT to see what ANYONE SAW IN IT - except CAUGHT UP IN THE EXCITEMENT OF THE TIME! PURE MESMERISM! THERE WAS NO TRUTH THERE! THE LORD CUT HIM DOWN IN THE MIDDLE OF IT...
...AS THE LORD CUT DOWN FROOM IN THE MIDDLE OF HIS MISSION KEY 73! A GREAT WORLDWIDE REVIVAL WITH BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM - JESUS FREAKS - UNWASHABLES - AND CATHOLICS!

Are those who are CURSING works - CURSING law - CURSING legalism - CURSING effort - CURSING character building, UNITING IN COMMON with the other churches - are they giving Rev. 18 - the LAST MESSAGE - ??? (OF SEPARATION?)

"Their FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND, and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the structure." SM 1:205. 1904. "Their MOUTHS will be CLOSED while the PLAGUES are falling, and the GREAT LAWGIVER is requiring JUSTICE of those who have had His Holy LAW in derision and have called it 'A CURSE to man,' miserable and rickety." EW 66.

MISERABLE and RICKETY PREACHERS: "There are fearful WOES for those who preach the truth, but are not SANCTIFIED by it, and ALSO for those who consent to receive and MAIN-TAIN the UNSANCTIFIED to MINISTER to them in word and doc-trine. I am ALARMED for the people of God who PROFESS...In this fearful time, just before Christ is to come the second time, God's faithful preachers will have to bear a still more POINTED TESTIMONY than was borne by John the Baptist. A responsible, important work is before them; and those who speak SMOOTH THINGS, God will NOT acknowledge as His shepherds. A fearful WOE is upon them!" T1:261-2,321,341, 345. (READ ON!)

THIS IS THE WARNING WE WANT TO BRING YOU - before you sell your soul to the Devil and the Adventist Leaders. This is the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans. Thank those who financed these MONTHS OF WORK to bring this to your door. Will you AWAKE or will you SLEEP ON- ??? DREAMING of what you are GOING TO DO - do SOMETHING by sending us NEW NAMES (Of HEALTH REFORMERS! There is NO USE for the other kind! Make SURE the ADDRESS is RIGHT! And God Bless You!)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JANUARY 15, 1997
We are to find SOMETHING NEW - EVERY DAY! I do not know what it will be today! I thought we have just about explored EVERYTHING that really MATTERS! If I am asked what is the MOST IMPORTANT TRUTH - I would have to say - it is the TRUTH - ABOUT HELL !!!  

- 39 -
That Adventists have GIVEN UP as they DIALOGUE with the
HELL PRIESTS and RABBIS! Meet them on the same GROUND!
Say NOTHING to make them THINK or feel ASHAMED! For they
sure have something to feel ASHAMED about! I know I have
written on this 200 times - and just LATELY - I hope I write
200 TIMES MORE! THOUSANDS - MILLIONS - GOING INSANE -
at this "...HARROWING THOUGHT!" GC 545.

THE POPULAR PREACHER has the SAINTS SINGING PRAISES TO
GOD-!!! While the WICKED are WRITING and TWISTING and
CURSING - IN AGONY-!!! AND THIS BLASPHEMY - THAT LU-
THER CLASSED: "...with the MONSTROUS FABLES that form
part of the ROMAN DUNGHILL OF DECRETALS!" GC 549.

THE THING I WILL NEVER UNDERSTAND - AND NO ONE CAN
MAKE ME UNDERSTAND - is an ADVENTIST going and JOINING
one of these HELL CHURCHES - which they will do EN MASSE -
before the END! GC 608. GOD WILL CHOOSE THEIR DELU-
SIONS so that a Christian can tell them A MILE AWAY-!!! THAT
IS SPIRITUALISM IN THE RAW-!!!

And that THING you call EDITOR of your main CHURCH MAGA-
ZINE - proposed to save MONEY - shut down your LITTLE AD-
VENTIST CHURCH and JOIN THE OTHER CHURCHES! Which is
EXACTLY what they will do in 1884 GC 426. GC 608. How
many will agree with that SQUIRREL-BRAIN-???

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JANUARY 18, 1997

LETTER FROM "DOWN UNDER" - ELVIS PLACER, P.O. Box 312,
North Melbourne 3051, Victoria, AUSTRALIA.

FRED ALLABACH

Since you have been on our MAILING LIST for years - you
should/would know that I no longer write to ONE ALONE - un-
less I have to. But even then - I write and LEAVE OUT THE
NAME - if so requested. (We are having here in British Colum-
bia, CANADA - the BIGGEST SNOW IN HISTORY! I already
spent $200.00 for snowplowing. $50.00 each time and WINTER
is only STARTED. We have to plan to APRIL/MAY. But now to
your problem.)

FRED ALLABACH

This is the FIRST that I heard he is making a NOISE is AUS-
TRALIA.  - 40 -
"CAREY ROWLANDSON has circulated the ALLABACH manuscript WIDELY in AUSTRALIA, which, in turn, is being circulated by other people as well." It would have helped a GREAT DEAL if you had sent me COPIES. I did not know there was a ALLABACH MANUSCRIPT! I would like to see it. In our meetings in Far Eastern CANADA - is where he started "WE ARE GODS!" And went all across the U.S.A. with that MESS of a MESSAGE! I will have to do a lot of LOOKING to find what to send you.

YOU REMEMBER THAT FAT LADY "LAUGHING IN THE SPIRIT!" (65 page PUBLICATION - see p.50.) (Yellow cover.) FRED ALLABACH tried to HYPNOTIZE ME at our EASTERN CANADIAN MEETINGS. I could hardly keep from SMASHING him in the TEETH! LEE FROM ROCHESTER - says that's a good REMEDY - HIT HIM! A WOMAN could WRAP her UMBRELLA around his NECK - or a USED DIAPER! Are there no USED DIAPERS in AUSTRALIA-???. Like the CHINESE do - they just have a HOLE in the REAR-???. You have to watch where you step-???. That PUBLICATION was a DOUBLE - #725 & #726 - Sept. 28 - Oct. 2, 1995. See p.50. That will be a start. I will have to write more later...

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JANUARY 19, 1997

Most of us know what $1,000 is. We have to get from the CREDIT UNION $1,000 or $2,000 at a time - and it seems no time at all and we have to get another DRAFT! Take 1,000 - add 000 to it and it becomes a MILLION - we can still understand what makes a MILLION. Add another 000 to that and it becomes a BILLION.

THE PRIME MINISTER OF CANADA - with most all the PREMIERS of the PROVINCES - are going around the WORLD (Special PLANE-LOAD of over 200!) To make BUSINESS DEALS and ANNOUNCED last week - they made a BILLION $ deal with (I think it was NORTH KOREA)... 

JUST THINK - this little TIDDLY-WINK of a CHURCH ran into NOT A BILLION - but TWICE THAT! 2 BILLION $ debt - what for-???. TO BUY/BUILD/LEASE - HOSPITALS (10 at a time!) - I said at that TIME - they were HOSPITAL CRAZY! In view of these FACTS:

(A) They did not have enough PERSONNEL to RUN THEM!
(B) As it turned out - 75% are OUTSIDERS - setting up INSTI-
TUTIONS to give BABYLONIANS A JOB-!!!
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(C) When the BIBLE and TESTIMONEIIES PREDIClT PESTILENCE WORLDWIDE!
(D) INCURABLE this and INCURABLE that - including AIDS - TB - SYPHILIS!
(E) And this is the TIME to BUY HOSPITALS-?? OR TO SELL THEM-???
(F) ELLEN WHITE SAID - we were NEVER to have HOSPITALS - but SANITARIUMS!
(G) We were NEVER AGAIN to run into DEBT - (See your INDEX!) She would roll over in her GRAVE-!!!
(H) So now they have ADVENTISTS taking ORDERS from BABYLONIANS-!!! WHAT A MESS-!!!
(I) BABYLON is our BOSS-!!! They try to SELL them - and CANNOT-!!!
(J) THE INTEREST EACH YEAR IS UNBELIEVABLE-!!! WHAT DID THEY EXPECT-???
(K) When the WHOLE OF CANADA gets a BILLION $'s IN ORDERS - and these IMPOSTERS get TWICE THAT IN DEBT!
(L) SO THEY ARE HANDING OVER EVERYTHING TO THE CATHOLICS!
(M) AND CALLING ON THE MEMBERS TO PAY - PAY - PAY - or lose their HOMES-!!!
(N) SERVES THEM RIGHT-!!! WE WARNED THEM FOR OVER 50 YEARS - what was COMING!
(O) They went past us with their NOSES HIGH IN THE AIR-!!! ARE THEY STILL-?? HOW HIGH-???
(P) GIVE THEM NOT ANOTHER THIN DIME-!!!
(Q) DROP YOUR MEMBERSHIP - IF YOU CAN-!!! SHOULD HAVE DONE IT - 50 YEARS AGO-!!!
(R) THESE ARE NOT ADVENTISTS! SUE THEM AND PUT THEM IN JAIL-!!!
(S) THESE ARE CHEATS - LIARS - IMPOSTERS - MASONS - OUT TO WRECK ALL CHURCHES-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JANUARY 22, 1997

JOHN J. GROSBOLL - "LAND MARKS" - JANUARY 1997. IS HE LETTING SOME CATS OUT OF THE BAG-?? FRANCIS ASBURY who served under JOHN WESLEY from 1771 to 1777. (THIS ARTICLE BY RALPH LARSON - "LAND MARKS" p.5:) (FRANCIS ASBURY) "He waged an incessant WAR with CALVINISM, which encouraged the people to believe that VICTORY OVER SIN WAS NOT NECESSARY..." p.5. (HOEHN RESEARCH QUESTION FOR PERHAPS THE 5TH TIME! 1911 GC 219-221 and also 277.) (JOHN CALVIN) "HIS GENIUS AND APPLICATION soon made him the PRIDE of the COLLEGE..."
...that JOHN CALVIN would become one of the ABLEST and MOST HONORED DEFENDERS of the CHURCH...determined to devote his LIFE to the GOSPEL...CALVIN was making his way from house to house, opening the BIBLE to the people (p.222) ...CALVIN opened the WORDS of ETERNAL LIFE (p.224)..."

SR. WHITE ELEVATED JOHN CALVIN TO SAINTHOOD - HOW DARE RALPH LARSON and JOHN J. GROSBOLL and "LAND MARKS" - DARE TO SAY OTHERWISE-???. The answer is simple - she NEVER WROTE IT! THAT WAS ADDED BY FALSE PROPHET - URIAH SMITH! You will NOT FIND JOHN CALVIN IN ORIGINAL 1884 GREAT CONTROVERSY! But if RALPH LARSON or JOHN GROSBOLL ever open that CAN OF WORMS - the BULLETS would never cease RICOCHETTING and REBOUNDING in the LAODICEAN JUNGLE! So MUM'S the word! Don't open that CAN OF WORMS-!!!

ANOTHER CAN OF WORMS - SAME MAGAZINE p.6

"On Sabbath, November 16...JOHN OSBORNE. His exact words were these: "I don't want to be a REFORMED SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST - I don't want to be a HISTORIC SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST - I just want to be a SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST... lead me BACK TO THE CHURCH!" (EMPHASIS ADDED.) p.6.

RUMOR HAS IT THAT HE WANTS TO UNLOAD THAT BEHEMOTH RADIO STATION! The MIRACLE is - that he kept it this long! JOHN J. GROSBOLL SAYS: "...LET US PITY, AND NOT CONDEMNI" OH! BOY! WHAT NEXT-???

I guess I missed this - or forgot about it - in this "LAND MARKS" is this REFERENCE: (SATAN) "He will come to men in HUMAN FORM, and will speak to them most ENTRANCING WORDS." UPWARD LOOK 295.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JANUARY 24, 1997

When I see what is happening IN OUR MIDST - and in the WORLD - people are growing MOB-MINDED and CRAZY! Not only as INDIVIDUALS - but as MOBS! "We must learn to STAND ALONE...the SOONER we learn this - the BETTER! EW 105,120. GOD HELP US ALL-!!! (And He will-!!!)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JANUARY 25, 1997
"MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!" T3:267.

"The spirit of HATRED, which has existed with some (In 1873 and right to the end!) BECAUSE THE WRONGS among God's people (Chapter heading is to THE LAODICEAN CHURCH!) BECAUSE THE WRONGS...have been REPROVED has...brought BLINDNESS and a FEARFUL DECEPTION upon their own souls, making it IMPOSSIBLE for them to DISCRIMINATE between RIGHT and WRONG. They have PUT OUT their own SPIRITUAL EYESIGHT!" T3:266.

"The TRUE people of God...Especially in the CLOSING work for the CHURCH, in the SEALING TIME of the 144,000...set a MARK upon the FOREHEADS of the men that SIGH and that CRY for all the ABOMINATIONS that be done...IN THE CHURCH...Read the 9th CHAPTER of EZEKIEL.

"BUT THE GENERAL SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do NOT thus SEE...and BEGIN at My Sanctuary." T3:266-7. "When a CRISIS finally comes, as it surely will...their CONFESSIONS are TOO LATE - and are not of the RIGHT KIND..." T3:271. (RABBI FOLKENBERG - RABBI JOHNSSON - RABBI GOLDESTEIN) "Those who ENCOURAGE THE SINNER, saying, "IT IS WELL WITH THEE!" ("I AM SAVED!") - GOD WILL CURSE...They DESPISE the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY...and would REJOICE to see everyone SILENCED - who gives REPROOF!" T3:272. RH 2:50. TM 23. GC 452,454. 1884 GC 287.

WE SHOULD BE ANALYZING THESE SPECIAL TRUTHS AS NO ONE ELSE IS!

WILL YOU-?? WILL YOU TELL ANYONE ELSE-??

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JANUARY 29, 1997

THE ARRANGEMENTS OF THE LORD ARE WONDERFUL-!!! A "GREAT HAIL..." (STONES THE WEIGHT OF A TALENT!) SG 3: 82-3. BEFORE CHRIST COMES-!!! TELL ME - WHO IS TEACH-ING THAT TODAY-???. YOU SEE UNDER JAN. 28, 1997 - how many REFERENCES there are - ???. That there will be "GREAT STONES-??!!" Why is everyone SILENT about it-???. Is it not REV. 16:17,21-???. BOTH BIBLE AND TESTIMONIES-!!! WHY AVOID IT-???. Because it does not go along with the "GREAT VOICE" out of THE "HIERARCHY-???." Does NOT go along with "LOVE UNCONDITIONAL-!!!". There might be some CONDITIONS-???. WHAT A SHAME! Pass the BOTTLE-!!! Have another DRINK OF BABYLON BREW-!!! HOW DOES IT TASTE?
YOUR GREAT MEN ARE GOING BY THE BIBLE ALONE—???
SINCE WHEN—???
"AND YE SHALL LEAVE YOUR NAME FOR A CURSE—unto My chosen—for the LORD GOD shall SLAY THEE—
and call HIS SERVANTS—BY ANOTHER NAME!" ISA. 65:15.
(READ VERSE 12.) (READ ALSO VERSE 20. 66:4,5.)

WE DO NOT CLAIM TO UNDERSTAND EVERY WORD—BUT WE ARE TO "STUDY TO SHEW THYSELF APPROVED UNTO GOD...
RIGHTLY DIVIDING THE WORD OF TRUTH—BUT SHUN PROFANE
AND VAIN BABBLE—!!" 2 TIM. 2:15,16. We know that the LORD will send a "HAILE OF STONES" and His "LOVE" is UN-
CONDITIONAL is a "PROFANE and VAIN BABBLES!" "GOD
does not recognize their LOVE for it is a DELUSION OF THE ENEMY!" EV. 597. We can do WITHOUT a DELUSION OF THE ENEMY! So we can do WITHOUT THEM! "Go ye OUT to meet HIM!"

Let them BABBLE to someone else—NOT TO YOU—!!! We have had more than ENOUGH of their BABBLES—!!! It is SUR-
PRISING—how FEW know the TRUTH—or WANT to know it!
Sr. White said: They would SOONER want to know—WHO WON THE BALL GAME—???
SM 2:28,91,322.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY—JANUARY 30, 1997
I cannot seem to get the HAILSTONES out of my mind. That NO CHURCH and NO PREACHER—wants to deal with. That is why when the LAST EVENTS take place—it will be to the WORLD—AN OVERWHELMING SURPRISE! We will need a SHELTER IN THE TIME OF STORM!

"The STORM of God's WRATH is GATHERING..." TM 182. "I saw that the Lord was whetting His SWORD in Heaven—to CUT THEM DOWN!" SG 2:229. While the THOUGHTLESS NINNIES are DELIGHTING THEIR PEOPLE with THE CEASELESS LOVE OF GOD—!!!

"The MULTITUDES are filled with FURY! "WE ARE LOST!" they cry, and YOU are the CAUSE of our RUIN!" and they TURN upon the FALSE WATCHMEN..."EVERYWHERE there is STRIFE and BLOODSHED!" 1884 GC 472-3. Your GC 656.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY—FEBRUARY 2, 1997
UPDATE ON: "LAUGHING IN THE SPIRIT!"
"SORROW is BETTER than LAUGHTER - for by the SADNESS of the COUNTenance - the HEART is made BETTER - The HEART of the WISE - is in the HOUSE of MOURNING - but the HEART of FOOLS is in the HOUSE of MIRTH...It is BETTER to hear the REBUKE of the WISE - than for a man to hear the SONG of FOOLS!!!" ECC. 7:3-5.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - FEBRUARY 5, 1997

You will soon find out my PROBLEMS - and you will be HORRIFIED - there is coming a major SPLIT in our GROUP. But if we rightly UNDERSTAND what is HAPPENING in the WORLD - we will also be - HORRIFIED-!!! AND THIRD - but not LEAST - what is PREDICTED TO COME - on the CHURCH and the WORLD-!!! You may hear RUMORS - do not go by RUMORS - find out DIRECTLY - O.K.-???. We will let you know - will keep you UP TO DATE AS FAST AS WE CAN! For one thing - the one who prepares the PUBLICATIONS and RUNS THE PRESS - his MOTHER has had one leg off - and is in TROUBLE with the OTHER - he PHONED TODAY - he has to look after her - even though she is in a REST HOME run by NURSES - he does not know when he can come here. So I am just about ON MY OWN! More later... In this TIME - we have to HANG IN THERE! I think that is it - for TODAY. What is HAPPENING - makes us more than ever aware - the PROPHET WAS RIGHT - in the ORIGINAL WRITINGS - how glad we are that we spent 60 years finding out - WHAT THEY ARE! We need that - NOW-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - FEBRUARY 8, 1997

Greater LOVE has no man than this - that He give His LIFE - for HIS FRIENDS-!!! There are a lot of INGREDIENTS there - it may not be as SIMPLE as it SEEMS. (JOHN 15:13.)

If you LAY DOWN YOUR LIFE - it would CERTAINLY NOT BE for your ENEMIES - but for your FRIENDS! No - LOVE is NOT FIRST! Let’s keep things IN PERSPECTIVE. ELLEN WHITE WROTE "STEPS TO CHRIST!" ARE THERE STEPS TO CHRIST? Then WHY did the URIAH SMITH GANG - CHANGE IT-??? She never gave it to him to PAW THROUGH - she gave it to THOMAS REVELL and CO., the LARGEST GOSPEL LITERATURE DISTRIBUTORS OF THE TIME!

BUT TRUST THEM - they paid A KING'S RANSOM to get that book BACK under their CONTROL - and TRUST THEM - they CHANGED IT!
ADDED that "TEARS IN HIS VOICE" FIRST CHAPTER! ELLEN WHITE (AND THE LORD THAT INSPIRED HER) had LOVE - LAST! They put it - FIRST! The LORD did not know what HE was DOING! We are so GLAD - the GENERAL CONFERENCE HELPED HIM OUT-!!! So they have been BATTLING AROUND EVER SINCE - the HORRORS of putting it down WORD FOR WORD! WE CAN IMPROVE IT - DRUNKEN URIAH SMITH DID-!!!

So CHRIST cannot lay HIS LIFE DOWN for those ONLY who go through STEPS TO CHRIST! But NO-!!! URIAH SMITH is going to make HIM lay down (LOVE) FOR ANYBODY and his DOG that comes along! NO SELECTION-!!! (In 1997) HIS LOVE MUST BE NOT ONLY UNLIMITED but also UNCONDITIONAL! If not UNCEASING! Do you see what they are doing-???

Just as PROBATION is about to CLOSE - and the WRATH OF GOD WITHOUT MIXTURE OF MERCY IS ABOUT TO BE POURED OUT ON THIS THANKLESS GENERATION - SATAN (SPIRITUAL-ISM CHAPTER IN ANY EDITION OF THE "GREAT CONTROVERSY") THREE TIMES YOU HAVE TO HAVE THE ASSURANCE THAT THERE IS TO BE NO PUNISHMENT! God is now a PUSH-OVER - He is going SOFT in HIS OLD AGE - SATAN WILL HAVE LOVE and LIBERTY go through the UNIVERSE - (READ 1911 GC 560-2; 1884 GC 377-9.)

I THINK THIS JEZEBEL LOVE-CULT is due for an awful SURPRISE! "WRATH - UNMIXED WITH MERCY!" T5:208. PK 364. T8:49. These writings are PLANNED for you to FOLLOW ALONG - not to be SKIMMED - we might spend FOUR HOURS before we DOCUMENT ONE SENTENCE! WE ARE CAREFUL! YOU CAN BE CAREFUL ALSO-!!! WHAT IS YOUR SOUL WORTH-?? More important - WHAT IS THE SOUL OF YOUR FRIENDS AND LOVED ONES - WORTH-?? DO YOU NOT THINK YOU SHOULD BE SUPER CAREFUL-?? CHRIST WAS SUPER CAREFUL - FOR YOU-!!! WAS HE NOT-?? TO DOWN THE ENEMY! "For yet a little while, and the WICKED SHALL NOT BE..." PSA. 37:10. (WHO DOES NOT UNDERSTAND-???) "THE WICKED SHALL DO WICKEDLY - and NONE of the WICKED shall UNDERSTAND!" Daniel 12:10. So be careful that they DO NOT get you down - if they DO NOT UNDERSTAND - there is a REASON! "And the SONGS of the TEMPLE shall be HOWLINGS in THAT DAY...there shall be MANY DEAD BODIES in every place - they shall cast them forth - with SILENCE-!!!" AMOS 8:3.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - FEBRUARY 9, 1997
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"MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!" T3:267.

"The spirit of HATRED, which has existed with some (In 1873 and right to the end!) BECAUSE THE WRONGS among God's people (Chapter heading is to THE LAODICEAN CHURCH!) BECAUSE THE WRONGS...have been REPROVED has brought BLINDNESS and a FEARFUL DECEPTION upon their own souls, making it IMPOSSIBLE for them to DISCRIMINATE between RIGHT and WRONG. They have PUT OUT their own SPIRITUAL EYESIGHT!" T3:266.

"The TRUE people of God...Especially in the CLOSING work for the CHURCH, in the SEALING TIME of the 144,000...set a MARK upon the FOREHEADS of the men that SIGH and that CRY for all the ABOMINATIONS that be done...IN THE CHURCH...Read the 9th CHAPTER OF EZEKIEL.

"BUT THE GENERAL SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do NOT thus SEE...and BEGIN at My Sanctuary." T3:266-7. "When a CRISIS finally comes, as it surely will...their CONFESSIONS are TOO LATE - and are not of the RIGHT KIND..." T3:271. (RABBI FOLKENBERG - RABBI JOHNSSON - RABBI GOLDSMITH) "Those who ENCOURAGE THE SINNER, saying, "IT IS WELL WITH THEE!" ("I AM SAVED!") - GOD WILL CURSE...They DESPISE the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY...and would REJOICE to see everyone SILENCED - who gives REPROOF!" T3:272. RH 2:50. TM 23. GC 452, 454. 1884 GC 287.

WE SHOULD BE ANALYZING THESE SPECIAL TRUTHS AS NO ONE ELSE IS!

WILL YOU-?? WILL YOU TELL ANYONE ELSE-???

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - JANUARY 29, 1997

THE ARRANGEMENTS OF THE LORD ARE WONDERFUL-!!! A "GREAT HAIL..." (STONES THE WEIGHT OF A TALENT!) SG 3: 82-3. BEFORE CHRIST COMES-!!! TELL ME - WHO IS TEACHING THAT TODAY-??? YOU SEE UNDER JAN. 28, 1997 - how many REFERENCES there are - ??? That there will be "GREAT STONES-???!!!" Why is everyone SILENT about it-??? Is it not REV. 16:17,21-??? BOTH BIBLE AND TESTIMONIES-!!!

WHY AVOID IT-??? Because it does not go along with the "GREAT VOICE" out of the "HIERARCHY-???" Does NOT go along with "LOVE UNCONDITIONAL-!!!" There might be some CONDITIONS-??? WHAT A SHAME! Pass the BOTTLE-!!! Have another DRINK OF BABYLON BREW-!!! HOW DOES IT TASTE?
YOUR GREAT MEN ARE GOING BY THE BIBLE ALONE—???
SINCE WHEN—???
"AND YE SHALL LEAVE YOUR NAME FOR A CURSE — unto My chosen — for the LORD GOD shall SLAY THEE — and call HIS SERVANTS — BY ANOTHER NAME!"
ISA. 65:15.
(READ VERSE 12.) (READ ALSO VERSE 20. 66:4,5.)

WE DO NOT CLAIM TO UNDERSTAND EVERY WORD — BUT WE ARE TO "STUDY TO SHEW THYSELF APPROVED UNTO GOD...
RIGHTLY DIViding THE WORD OF TRUTH — BUT SHUN PROFANE AND VAIN BABBLINGS—!!"
2 TIM. 2:15,16. We know that the LORD will send a "HAIL OF STONES" and His "LOVE" is UN-
CONDITIONAL is a "PROFANE and VAIN BABBLINGS!" "GOD does not recognize their LOVE for it is a DELUSION OF THE ENEMY!"
EV. 597. We can do WITHOUT a DELUSION OF THE ENEMY! So we can do WITHOUT THEM! "Go ye OUT to meet HIM!"

Let them BABBLE to someone else — NOT TO YOU—!!! We have had more than ENOUGH of their BABBLINGS—!!! It is SUR-
PRISING — how FEW know the TRUTH — or WANT to know it! Sr. White said: They would SOONER want to know — WHO WON THE BALL GAME—???
SM 2:28,91,322.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY — JANUARY 30, 1997

I cannot seem to get the HAILSTONES out of my mind. That NO CHURCH and NO PREACHER — wants to deal with. That is why when the LAST EVENTS take place — it will be to the WORLD — AN OVERWHELMING SURPRISE! We will need a SHELTER IN THE TIME OF STORM!

"The STORM of God's WRATH is GATHERING..." TM 182. "I saw that the Lord was whetting His SWORD in Heaven — to CUT THEM DOWN!" SG 2:229. While the THOUGHTLESS NINNIES are DELIGHTING THEIR PEOPLE with THE CEASELESS LOVE OF GOD—!!!

"The MULTITUDES are filled with FURY! "WE ARE LOST!" they cry, and YOU are the CAUSE of our RUIN!!" and they TURN upon the FALSE WATCHMEN..."EVERYWHERE there is STRIFE and BLOODSHED!" 1884 GC 472-3. Your GC 656.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY — FEBRUARY 2, 1997

UPDATE ON: "LAUGHING IN THE SPIRIT!"
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"Sorrow is Better than Laughter - for by the Sadness of the Countenance - the Heart is made Better - The Heart of the Wise is in the House of Mourning - but the Heart of Fools is in the House of Mirth... It is Better to hear the Rebuke of the Wise - than for a man to hear the Song of Fools!" ECC. 7:3-5.

Thought for Today - February 5, 1997

You will soon find out my Problems - and you will be Horrified - there is coming a major Split in our Group. But if we rightly Understand what is Happening in the World - we will also be - Horrified!!! And Third - but not Least - what is Predicted to Come - on the Church and the World!!! You may hear Rumors - do not go by Rumors - find out Directly - O.K.?? We will let you know - will keep you Up to Date as Fast as We Can! For one thing - the one who prepares the Publications and Runs the Press - his Mother has had one leg off - and is in Trouble with the Other - he phoned today - he has to look after her - even though she is in a Rest Home run by Nurses - he does not know when he can come here. So I am just about On my Own! More later... In this Time - we have to Hang in There! I think that is it - for Today. What is Happening - makes us more than ever aware - the Prophet Was Right - in the Original Writings - how glad we are that we spent 60 years finding out - What They Are! We need that - Now!!!

Thought for Today - February 8, 1997

Greater Love has no man than this - that He give His Life - for His Friends!!! There are a lot of Ingredients there - it may not be as Simple as it Seems. (John 15:13.)

If you Lay Down Your Life - it would Certainly Not Be for your Enemies - but for your Friends! No - Love is Not First! Let's keep things in Perspective. Ellen White Wrote "Steps to Christ!!" Are There Steps to Christ? Then Why did the Uriah Smith Gang - Change it?? She never gave it to him to Paw Through - she gave it to Thomas Revell and Co., the Largest Gospel Literature Distributors of the Time!

But Trust Them - they paid A King's Ransom to get that book back under their Control - and Trust Them - they Changed It!
ADDED that "TEARS IN HIS VOICE" FIRST CHAPTER! ELLEN WHITE (AND THE LORD THAT INSPIRED HER) had LOVE - LAST! They put it - FIRST! The LORD did not know what HE was DOING! We are so GLAD - the GENERAL CONFERENCE HELPED HIM OUT-!!! So they have been BATTLING AROUND EVER SINCE - the HORRORS of putting it down WORD FOR WORD! WE CAN IMPROVE IT - DRUNKEN URIAH SMITH DID-!!!

So CHRIST cannot lay HIS LIFE DOWN for those ONLY who go through STEPS TO CHRIST!! But NO-!!! URIAH SMITH is going to make HIM lay down (LOVE) FOR ANYBODY and his DOG that comes along! NO SELECTION-!!! (In 1997) HIS LOVE MUST BE NOT ONLY UNLIMITED but also UNCONDITIONAL! If not UNCEASING! Do you see what they are doing-???

Just as PROBATION is about to CLOSE - and the WRATH OF GOD WITHOUT MIXTURE OF MERCY IS ABOUT TO BE POURED OUT ON THIS THANKLESS GENERATION - SATAN (SPIRITUAL-ISM CHAPTER IN ANY EDITION OF THE "GREAT CONTROVER-SY") THREE TIMES YOU HAVE TO HAVE THE ASSURANCE THAT THERE IS TO BE NO PUNISHMENT! God is now a PUSH-OVER - He is going SOFT in HIS OLD AGE - SATAN WILL HAVE LOVE and LIBERTY go through the UNIVERSE - (READ 1911 GC 560-2; 1884 GC 377-9.)

I THINK THIS JEZEBEL LOVE-CULT is due for an awful SURPRISE! "WRATH - UNMIXED WITH MERCY!" T5:208. PK 364. T8:49. These writings are PLANNED for you to FOLLOW ALONG - not to be SKIMMED - we might spend FOUR HOURS before we DOCUMENT ONE SENTENCE! WE ARE CAREFUL! YOU CAN BE CAREFUL ALSO-!!! WHAT IS YOUR SOUL WORTH-?? More IMPORTANT - WHAT IS THE SOUL OF YOUR FRIENDS AND LOVED ONES - WORTH-??? DO YOU NOT THINK YOU SHOULD BE SUPER CAREFUL-??? CHRIST WAS SUPER CAREFUL - FOR YOU-!!! WAS HE NOT-??? TO DOWN THE ENEMY! "For yet a little while, and the WICKED SHALL NOT BE..." PSA. 37:10. (WHO DOES NOT UNDERSTAND-???) "THE WICKED SHALL DO WICKEDLY - and NONE of the WICKED shall UNDER- STAND!" Daniel 12:10. So be careful that they DO NOT get you down - if they DO NOT UNDERSTAND - there is a REASON! "And the SONGS of the TEMPLE shall be HOWLINGS in THAT DAY...there shall be MANY DEAD BODIES in every place - they shall cast them forth - with SILENCE-!!!" AMOS 8:3.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - FEBRUARY 9, 1997
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"MAY THY WILL BE DONE ON EARTH - AS IT IS IN HEAVEN!" That leaves NO ROOM for a HELL - right-?? "SIN and SINNERS - ARE NO MORE. GOD'S ENTIRE UNIVERSE IS CLEAN..." 1884 GC 492. REV. 7:10. "ONE PULSE OF HARMONY...DECLARE THAT GOD IS LOVE!" GC 675. REV. 5:13. (And the RIGHTEOUS shall WALK on the ASHES of the UNRIGHTOUSNESS!" MALACHI 4:3.)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - FEBRUARY 10, 1997

I SURE LIKE THAT - the RIGHTEOUS shall WALK on the ASHES of the UNRIGHTOUS-!!! How is this ACCOMPLISHED-?? Say whatever you want about "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!" THE LAST EVENT - CHRIST COMES - "A FIERY STREAM ISSUED AND CAME FORTH BEFORE HIM!" DAN. 7:10. "The MOUNTAINS quake at Him, and the HILLS melt, and the EARTH is BURNED at HIS PRESENCE, yea, the WORLD, and ALL that dwell therein. WHO CAN STAND BEFORE HIS INDIGNATION...He will make AN UTTER END!" NAHUM 1:5-8. "But the WICKED shall PERISH...into SMOKE shall they CONSUME AWAY!" PSA. 37:20. "...thou art a MAN, and NOT GOD!" EZE. 28:2. "...thou shalt be a TERROR, and NEVER shall be - ANY MORE-!!! EZE. 27:36.

Do not be OVER-SURPRISED when those go OUT OF OUR MEETINGS - "WE ARE GODS!" Or cut us OFF from their PRESENCE - those in the GREATEST LIGHT - will go into the GREATEST DARKNESS! Perhaps SUDDENLY - and care NOTHING of CONSEQUENCES! T1:232. T2:123. TM 163. SOME may go into DARKNESS -- because they VIOLATED HEALTH REFORM. (Yet may PRETEND to be AUTHORITIES ON IT-!!!) Others may be TOO PROUD to LISTEN to anyone else - and SMOTHER in their own SELF-IMPORTANCE - in either case - NO CONSCIENCE-!!! Go by SIGNS - OMENS - IMPRESSIONS! SG 4:154. A POOR WAY TO CONJURE THE FUTURE-!!! Let us NOT be deceived by the ENEMY! If we CONJURE with him - we will find - HE HAS NO MERCY-!!! He will lead us on and on! There is only one REMEDY:

IN 1937 TWO MEN TRAVELLED MORE THAN 4,700 MILES ACROSS CANADA IN A CAR WHICH HAD NO ENGINE! HOW DID THEY DO IT? BY ASKING OTHER MOTORISTS TO GIVE THEM A TOW -- AND 168 OF THEM DID!
"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

WE WARN YOU - they stood OPEN-MOUTHED at the ANIMALS and the BIRDS going into the ARK - did ONE of them BREAK AWAY and HELP NOAH put them in their STALLS and CAGES? NO, NOT ONE!!! WHY NOT? This is the POWER OF ASSOCIATION! Wanting to be well-thought of by a PERVERSE and ADULTEROUS GENERATION! They could not stand any SHAME! They did TRY to get INTO THE ARK-!!! AFTER THE ANGEL SHUT THE DOOR! THEY HAMMERED ON THE DOOR - to get IN - TOO LATE-!!! IT IS WRITTEN - that this will be REPEATED - TOO LATE-!!! Look for the SENSE of these WORDS - EW 15, 30. REV. 3:9. EW 124-5, 284-5. It is like coming to the RAILROAD STATION - to see the TRAIN - DISAPPEARING INTO THE NIGHT! GONE! And your LOVED ONES are on that TRAIN! And you are "SURPRISED, DISMAYED, OUTSIDE THE BANQUET HALL!" COL 412. "TOO LATE!" (Same.) There is a TIME and a PLACE - for EVERYTHING! Make the most of it! And GOD BE WITH YOU-!!!

WHAT A HAPPY DAY - to see WHO MAKES IT TO HEAVEN-!!! FEW PREACHERS WILL MAKE IT - EW 282. GC 656. WHY ARE THEY "...THE FIRST TO FALL-!!!" GC 656. There is NONE TO PITY OR TO SPARE - as their people HACK THEM TO PIECES! (Same. Also EW 282. ST 1:116. EW 289,290.) EVEN NATURE REBELS! EW 285,290. HOW U TTERLY SILLY IT WILL THEN LOOK TO REMEMBER THESE PREACHERS REVELLED IN "THE LOVE OF GOD!" THAT IS ALL THEY SEEMED TO KNOW! CALLED US ALL KINDS OF NAMES! EW 69,70,280. We did NOT go along with THEM! GC 607. 1884 GC 424. NO! NEVER!

HOW BLESSED ARE THESE WRITINGS! 100,000 PAGES!

THESE PREACHERS JUNK THEM ALL! EXCEPT A FEW! BLESS THEM-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - FEBRUARY 11, 1997

ELLEN WHITE WAS NOT HONORED BY THE WORLD - CHRIST WAS NOT HONORED BY THE WORLD - NONE OF HIS APOSTLES AND PROPHETS - WERE HONORED BY THE WORLD-!!!

"If the WORLD HATE YOU - ye know that it HATED ME before it HATED YOU. IF-IF-IF - ye were of the WORLD - the WORLD would LOVE his own - but because ye are NOT OF THE WORLD, but I have CHOSEN YOU OUT OF THE WORLD - therefore the WORLD HATETH YOU!" JOHN 15:18,19.
Is this what YOUR CHURCH TEACHES-???: Or in this year of 1997 - have they gone LOVE-SICK-???: PRETENDING that GOD IS LOVE-SICK-???: Not only UNLIMITED - not only UN-CONDITIONAL - but UNCEASING-!!! How does that HARMONIZE with JOHN 15:18,19-???: If RELIGION does not HARMONIZE with the WORD OF GOD - it is NOT RELIGION-!!! It is SOMETHING ELSE-!!!

DO YOU SEE IT NOW-???: SEE WHAT-???: See that if GOD IS ALL LOVE - the WORLD (And finally the WHOLE UNIVERSE) would become ONE GREAT WHORE HOUSE-!!! THEREFORE a good enough REASON why we need TEN COMMANDMENTS! And why it is WRITTEN:

"The CONTEST is - between the COMMANDMENTS OF GOD - and the COMMANDMENTS OF MEN..." T5:81. (And then that SENTENCE of THIRTEEN WORDS not UNDERSTOOD IN ADVENTISM!) "In this TIME the GOLD will be SEPARATED FROM the DROSS in the CHURCH!" (Same T5:81.)

LIKE THE PROUD AND HAUGHTY JEWS - not willing to ADMIT - we are NOT near as HOLY and RIGHTEOUS as we PRETEND! And CHRIST made the MISTAKE OF TELLING THEM SO - so they CRUCIFIED HIM-!!! Will they also CRUCIFY US-???

"Will men in these LAST DAYS follow the example of those whom CHRIST CONDEMNED-???: These terrible PREDICTIONS they have not as yet carried out to the full; (PREDICTION) but if God spares their lives, and they NOURISH the SAME SPIRIT that marked their course of action both BEFORE and AFTER the MINNEAPOLIS MEETING THEY WILL FILL TO THE FULL the DEEDS of those whom Christ CONDEMNED when He was upon the Earth!" TM 79.

"They are indulging the VERY SAME SPIRIT as did Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, and as did the JEWS in the days of CHRIST." (See Matt. 12:22029,31-37. TM 78.) "ALL HEAVEN IS INDIGNANT-!!!" TM 76. "WHAT-!!! NO LOVE - UNCONDITIONAL-???: HOW CRAZY CAN YOU GET-???: (WE HAVE 100 SUPPORTING REFERENCES AND TEXTS!) "How long God bore with the JEWISH NATION...He repeatedly declared them WORSE THAN THE HEATHEN!" TM 75. He repeatedly said they only got WORSE and WORSE! "OUR CHURCHES...HAVE FAILED!" T8:67. NL 12. PK 417,455.
WHY DOES GOD ALLOW WARS—??? So the INHABITANTS OF OTHER WORLDS WILL SEE HOW FOOLISH ARE WARS — WARS SOLVE NOTHING — AND DISSOLVE NOTHING! (McARTHUR!)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - FEBRUARY 12, 1997

"I saw a TABLE OF PURE SILVER; it was MANY MILES IN LENGTH, yet our eyes (144,000 PHILADELPHIANS) could extend over it!" EW 19. As she was the SPECIAL PROPHET for the 144,000 — it seems she could be at that TABLE — to REJOICE with those brought in with THE THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE. It is a NICE THOUGHT for TODAY. These 144,000 have a SPECIAL TEMPLE. (EW 19. SM 1:174. WTF 17,28. SM 1:63.) You will MISS MUCH — if you do not look up these REFERENCES! Do it now!

AND GOD BLESS YOU! MAY YOU BE ONE OF THE 144,000!

IN REVIEWING what is written today in ADVENTISM — they seem to hold to certain RULES.

RULE #1: No matter how DEFECTIVE they may BE — God will RIGHT ALL WRONGS and SAVE them anyway.

RULE #2: THE CHURCH will give THE LAST MESSAGE! URIAH SMITH and FROOM — told us so.

RULE #3: SOME — who suggested OTHERWISE — received so much UPROAR — they gave up.

RULE #4: MANY — or MOST of them — just WITHDREW — were DRIVEN OUT!!! 25% EVERY 10 YEARS!

RULE #5: Those who teach the ORIGINAL SPIRIT OF PROPHECY are as SCARCE as "HEN’S TEETH!"

RULE #6: Those who can PROVE — the BOOKS WERE CHANGED — are NOT welcomed by any MULTI- TUDIES!

RULE #7: THE MAJORITY — want to HOLD THEIR VALUABLE MEMBERSHIP! TEACH ACCORDINGLY!

RULE #8: IS THAT ACCORDING TO ELLEN WHITE—??? TO ANSWER THAT QUESTION WE MUST CONSIDER:

RULE #9: TIME — PLACE — CIRCUMSTANCES — !!! What we are INTERESTED IN — WHAT IS TO HAPPEN IN THE LAST DAYS—???

RULE #10: They take STATEMENTS MADE 150 YEARS AGO — and apply them — NOW! Out of TIME and PLACE!

EXAMPLES:
EXAMPLES.

"MANY, I saw, were FLATTERING THEMSELVES that they were GOOD CHRISTIANS, who had NOT A SINGLE RAY OF LIGHT — from JESUS...And I saw that the LORD was WHETTING HIS SWORD IN HEAVEN — to cut them DOWN!!!" SG 2:229. "SAYS THE TRUE WITNESS, "I KNOW THY WORKS!"" (Same p.236.)

"Here we see that THE CHURCH — the Lord's SANCTUARY — was the FIRST to feel the STROKE of the WRATH OF GOD. THE ANCIENT MEN..."PEACE AND SAFETY" IS THE CRY FROM THESE DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK...ALL PERISH TOGETHER—!!!!" T5:211. ("THE SEAL OF GOD!" CHAPTER!) (NOT ONLY THESE "DUMB DOGS" but ALL who LISTEN TO THEM!) WHAT DOES THIS MEAN: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" Matt. 25:6.

THESE ABOVE "RULE ADVENTISTS!" DO THEY EVER — OR NEVER — QUOTE THAT—??? WHY NOT—??? THESE ARE RED LETTER WORDS OF CHRIST! IF ALL PERISH TOGETHER — who support that APOSTATE CHURCH — it would be their MERCY "TO GO YE OUT—!!!" "OUT!" DOES THAT MEAN — "IN!" (Or does it—???)

SUCH PEOPLE HAVE THEIR OWN DICTIONARY—!!! DO YOU KNOW HOW THEY INTERPRET — "...THE GOLD WILL BE SEPARATED FROM THE THE DROSS IN THE CHURCH!" T5:81. PK 188. There is ONLY ONE WAY that they can make such SUPERSTITIONS STICK — by REPETITION — REPETITION — REPE- TITION! Like the HYPNOTIST! BEAT BRAINS SOFT by 40 YEARS OF FROOM! It is TIME to REPENT — not keep his MES- MERISM GOING—!!! Who was the DOPE PEDDLER who kept him HIGH ON DRUGS—??? He must have made a FORTUNE—!!!

Such a MOB will receive an awful SURPRISE when they come up in the SECOND RESURRECTION. REV. 20:5,7,8,9,15. And PREPARE for WAR — for they are NEVER WRONG — and they will EXPOND it to the END—!!! What a RELIEF to the UNIVERSE — to be RID — of the LIKES OF THEM—!!! As they go for a SWIM — in the LAKE OF FIRE—!!! It will be a WONDER — if we make it! REV. 20:6; 21:27; 22:12,17; 19:20; 21:4. Praise God if we do!

THought for today - February 19, 1997
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THOUGHT FOR TODAY - FEBRUARY 19, 1997

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" Matt. 25:6. COL 406. Signifying that He is NOT in that PLACE of "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS...IMPE-ETRABLE!" COL 414. The NATURAL QUESTION would be "WHY NOT???

THE ANSWER IS ON THE SAME PAGE! Because of 'MULTITU-NOUS ERRORS, HERESIES, and DELUSIONS' of these Last Days...
"THE GREAT APOSTASY!" COL 414. Doctrines of DEMONS!

The caring Christian would naturally ask - "WHAT CAN BE DONE TO ARREST THEM FROM THEIR DREADFUL CAREER??"
The ANSWER may not be to our liking - but we must FACE IT or they will get you DOWN! The ANSWER may be - you can do NOTHING! They may have "SEARED THEIR CONSCIENCE as with a HOT IRON!" BEWARE how you play around with SUCH PEOPLE! Do not feel that YOU are so STRONG that their DEMONS will NOT AFFECT YOU!!! "LOVE THOSE BEST WHO LOVE CHRIST MOST!" T2:48. (Is your LOVE to be UNCONDITIONAL???) Yes - if you want to go CRAZY!!!

"SEVER the LINKS which have bound you to those who LOVE NOT GOD and the TRUTH. What communion hath LIGHT with DARKNESS...You are in IMMINENT DANGER!!!" T2:48. "Those who are MOST LOVED OF GOD are those who possess the LEAST SELF-CONFIDENCE!" T2:127. (That leaves out PHARISEE FOLKENBERG and SADDUCEE JOHNSSON!)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - FEBRUARY 28, 1997

Mrs. Eleanor C. Simkin, 461 Simkin Rd., Elmira, NY 14901 - sent us "MANNER OF MADNESS" printed by LAND MARKS (JOHN J. GROSBOLL), P.O. Box 782828, Wichita, KS 67278. Those who are on our MAILING LIST - know that I have been PRAYING that someone EXPOSE the CRAZIES running this CHURCH - INTO THE GROUND! THIS IS IT!!!

WHEN "MANNER OF MADNESS" came out - I guess I did not NOTICE what it was - it took ELEANOR C. SIMKIN to ALERT ME - REMIND ME - of this LAND MARKS article by RALPH LARSON! I was CHALLENGING RALPH LARSON THREE OR FOUR TIMES - not to CONDEMN: "THE HIDEOUS MONSTER-GOD OF CALVIN-ISM...that...made GOD WORSE THAN SATAN.."
...that GOD HAD GIVEN A LAW THAT HIS SUBJECTS COULD NOT OBEY...is now being taught as TRUTH at our THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, in our COLLEGES, and in many of our CHURCHES... bringing serious MENTAL DERANGEMENT...DARKNESS FOR LIGHT, AND LIGHT FOR DARKNESS!" ISA. 5:20. RH May 18, 1893." LAND MARKS, p.20.

THEY COULD SNEER AT HOEHN FOR 50 YEARS WHEN HE SAID IT - CAN THEY SNEER AT RALPH LARSON WHEN HE SAYS IT - and OFFERS THE SAME $1,000.00 TO ANYONE THAT CAN PROVE THAT THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY WAS NOT CHANGED? OH! BOY! WHAT RED FACES THERE ARE GOING TO BE NOW! SAYING WHAT HOEHN SAID - with DIFFERENT PHRASEOLOGY!

RALPH LARSON does not say they CHANGED SR. WHITE'S WRITINGS - he says they try to get by to REWRITE not only HER - but the BIBLE ALSO! He says this TEN TIMES! And he NAMES the NAMES of those that did this. (OR GO ALONG WITH IT!) KELLOGG, OLSEN, BUTLER, FROOM, HEPPENSTALL, FORD, OTT; ADAMS, JIM JONES, DAVID KORESH, WIELAND and SHORT, FOLKENBERG.

RALPH LARSON is NOT AFRAID OF ANYONE - he categorizes ROY ADAMS as the WORST - "WILDLY ERRATIC and IRRESPONSIBLE!" - "HE LITERALLY STOPS AT NOTHING!" AND HIS BOOK - EXALTING and DEFENDING the FALSEHOODS of CALVINISM...is HIGHLY RECOMMENDED...by FOLKENBERG! (I DID NOT KNOW THAT ROY ADAMS WAS A JEW ALSO!) How many on that LIST are BRITISH FABIAN JEWS-??? OR WORSE YET-MASONS-!!! EVANGELISM 618,619,622. NIHILIST-KILLERS! FREEMASONS!

YES! GOD will HONOR you if you are caught BILLY GRAHAM-BASHING - PENTECOST-BASHING - PROMISE KEEPERS-BASHING - ADVENTIST-BASHING-!!! CHRIST DID THE SAME-!!! Even if it cost HIM HIS LIFE-!!! The only difference is - once the SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD is placed on a soul - HEAVENLY ANGELS FORM A GUARD - that SOUL CANNOT - WILL NOT - DIE! The ANGELS that LEAVE the WICKED - rush over on the SIDE of the RIGHTEOUS - they CANNOT - they WILL NOT - DIE! You want ASSURANCE-??? This is ASSURANCE! Do you see the DIFFERENCE-??? If FROOM and his LACKIES give it - or if the SEALING ANGEL GIVES IT-!!! ONE GOES BY CHARAC- TERA! The other DOES NOT! There is one WHALE of a DIFFER- ENCE-!!!
"The CONTEST is between the COMMANDMENTS of GOD - and the COMMANDMENTS of MEN!" T5:81. "...they shall enter in through the GATES into the CITY!" TM 234. "GOD gives the TALENTS, the POWERS of the MIND - MAN FORMS THE CHAR-
ACTER!" T8:174.

"Thus ACTIONS repeated form HABITS - HABITS form CHAR-
ACTER - and by the CHARACTER our DESTINY for TIME and for ETERNITY is DECIDED!" COL 353,356. "NOT ONCE should we even THINK OF FAILURE!" COL 363. "IT IS NOW that we are to form CHARACTERS for the FUTURE - IMMORTAL LIFE!" COL 342. (DO YOU HAVE THIS BOOK-?? YO
U HAVE A JEWEL - this puts and END to a lot of USELESS, SENSELESS GAB-
BLING!)

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 2, 1997

One can fasten himself to some RELIGION - and literally give his life for it. If you PROVE to him that what he has is NOT the TRUTH - that matters - LITTLE! What matters to him is his FAMILY HERITAGE - HIS PRIEST'S OR RABBI'S TRADITION. If you PROVE to him that this is NOT the TRUTH - and he REAL-
IZES what this will COST - if his MEMBERSHIP is LOST - he will be OSTRACIZED by the COMPANY he has been KEEPING - if you PUSH the SUBJECT - you may be LITERALLY IN DANGER OF YOUR LIFE! You must REALIZE this in the days ahead. There is a very good reason for "A man that is an HERETIC - after the FIRST and SECOND ADMONITION - REJECT-!!" TITUS 3:10.

So it is really SOMETHING SPECIAL FOR "...the HONEST chil-
dren of God SEVER the BANDS which have held them. FAMILY connections - CHURCH relations, are POWERLESS to stay them now. TRUTH is more precious than ALL BESIDES...A LARGE NUMBER take their stand upon the LORD'S SIDE." 1884 GC 430. GC 612.

You know, that is a MAJOR CONVERSION - and did you notice WHEN this is-?? It is the LAST MOMENT of PROBATIONARY TIME - the LAST END of THE LOUD CRY! ADVENTIST PROB-
ATION closed 3½ YEARS BEFORE THIS! 1884 GC 315,410. BC 7:976-7. It was COURT WEEK WITH US - followed by THE TIME OF TROUBLE! Which is the SEVEN LAST PLAGUES! 1884 GC 441-445,452-475. The EARTH DESOLATE FOR 1,000 YEARS. This is THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE! Which ADVENTISTS have GIVEN UP to be IN COMMON with the OTHER CHURCHES!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 4, 1997

"SPEAKING IN TONGUES" by JEFF WEHR - "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" - NOVEMBER 1996 - p.12. "A CHINESE LAUNDRYMAN visited a CHARISMATIC CHURCH in which the MEMBERS were speaking in TONGUES. One of the ELDERS of the Church recognized the CHINESE MAN and VISITED his LAUNDRY BUSINESS the following week. When he asked the CHINESE MAN how he liked the CHURCH SERVICE, the man shook his head in DISAPPROVAL. The ELDER said, "What was WRONG? I thought I heard a LADY speak in TONGUES that sounded like CHINESE." The CHINESE MAN said, "She did speak in CHINESE, and she was CURSING GOD the whole time!" (p.12.)

THEN JEFF WEHR ADDS: "This is just one of MANY such examples, of which I have heard, of INDIVIDUALS who believed that they were PRAISING GOD, but who were in fact CURSING HIM!" (p.12.)

Then JEFF WEHR goes on to say not only do the TONGUES people CURSE GOD, but also speak what LINGUISTS say is "NON-HUMAN, NON-INTELLIGIBLE!" (THAT WEBSTER WOULD CALL: GIBBERISH!) Such should "KEEP SILENCE IN THE CHURCH!" 1 COR. 14:28. Or he would be speaking "INTO THE AIR!" 1 COR 14:9. Such IDIOTS will INCREASE as we NEAR THE END! Right in the PULPITS - and the HEAD of MAGAZINES - PRAY that GOD WILL CUT THEM DOWN!!! "Whose MOUTHS must be STOPPED!" TITUS 1:11. These are "MOCKERS IN THE LAST TIME!" JUDE 18. Whose END shall be - according to their WORKS! REV. 22:12. Tell HMSR (DEAD OR ALIVE!) to put this in his PIPE and SMOKE IT!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 7, 1997

When the AWAKENING came to AMERICA - they came with the JEW-PHARISEE RELIGION of KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM! (KD&A). - "THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM!" - "I AM SAVED!" - "INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION!" - Listed as "COUNTERFEIT" in the COUNTERFEIT CHAPTER of GC 464 and 471-3. 1884 GC 296 and 300-2. They went almost EN MASSE over to GERMAN-JEW HEPPENSTALL! That we have been trying to show them - is a MISSION IMPOSSIBLE! But there are so FEW and so FAR BETWEEN - that they get together only on SPECIAL OCCASIONS - that they CANNOT be LISTED as A CHURCH! But only as INDIVIDUALS.
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 3, 1997

"To ACCUSE and CRITICIZE those whom God is using - is to ACCUSE and CRITICIZE the LORD who has sent them!" TM 466. We have to STOP - and LOOK at that - for a LONG TIME! Just WHAT is it saying-??? Then on the NEXT PAGE we read: "There has been a DEPARTURE from GOD - among US!" TM 467. Was she doing - what she just SAID - should NOT BE DONE-??? NO! For those who have - DEPARTED FROM GOD are NOT those who are LED BY GOD! Here we must make a DISTINCTION between US and THEM! CERTAINLY there are WISE and FOOLISH VIRGINS - WHAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE?

It would seem this should be EASY to determine - and it really is - but NOT if we have a LOT of LAODICEAN TRADITION sloshing around in our SUBCONSCIOUS-!!! So we have our work cut out for us! OH! I FORGOT! SAINT HMSR (RICHARDS) says (And a whole RETINUE of FALSE LAODICEAN PROPHETS ECHO HIM!) that we are NOT to have any WORKS! "THE CURSE OF WORKS!"

"The DIFFERENCE, of course, between JUSTIFICATION by FAITH - and JUSTIFICATION by WORKS - is so great that the ESTABLISHMENT of the ONE - means the OVERTHROW of the OTHER. WE CANNOT HAVE BOTH! It is NOT our WORKS - our DOINGS IN ANY WAY - or by the least ACT of our OWN - that we are SAVED!" H.M.S.RICHARDS SR., "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" p.619.

"How WONDERFUL it is to KNOW that by FAITH we are made JUST and RIGHTEOUS in the sight of GOD!" (Same p.619.) (IN THE FROOM BOOK!) "FAITH ONLY - PLUS NOTHING AND MINUS NOTHING!" (Same p.619.)

"SALVATION is not now, and never has been, by LAW or WORKS. SALVATION is only the GRACE of CHRIST. Moreover, there NEVER WAS A TIME in the plan of GOD when SALVATION was by HUMAN WORKS OR EFFORT. NOTHING men can DO, or have DONE, can in any way MERIT SALVATION." QUESTIONS OF DOCTRINE, p.141. (To see how FAR they could be IN COMMON with BARNHOUSE and MARTIN!) 1957. (Has anyone written to REPUDIATE THIS-??? WILL ANYONE-??? OR DO WE HAVE A LOOOOONG WAIT COMING-???
"SPEAKING IN TONGUES" by JEFF WEHR - "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" - NOVEMBER 1996 - p.12. "A CHINESE LAUNDRYMAN visited a CHARISMATIC CHURCH in which the MEMBERS were speaking in TONGUES. One of the ELDERS of the Church recognized the CHINESE MAN and VISITED his LAUNDRY BUSINESS the following week. When he asked the CHINESE MAN how he liked the CHURCH SERVICE, the man shook his head in DIS-APPROVAL. The ELDER said, "What was WRONG? I thought I heard a LADY speak in TONGUES that sounded like CHINESE." The CHINESE MAN said, "She did speak in CHINESE, and she was CURSING GOD the whole time!" (p.12.)

THEN JEFF WEHR ADDS: "This is just one of MANY such examples, of which I have heard, of INDIVIDUALS who believed that they were PRAISING GOD, but who were in fact CURSING HIM!" (p.12.)

Then JEFF WEHR goes on to say not only do the TONGUES people CURSE GOD, but also speak what LINGUISTS say is "NON-HUMAN, NON-INTELLIGIBLE!" (THAT WEBSTER WOULD CALL: GIBBERISH!) Such should "KEEP SILENCE IN THE CHURCH!" 1 COR. 14:28. Or he would be speaking "INTO THE AIR!" 1 COR 14:9. Such IDIOTS will INCREASE as we NEAR THE END! Right in the PULPITS - and the HEAD of MAGAZINES - PRAY that GOD WILL CUT THEM DOWN!!! "Whose MOUTHS must be STOPPED!" TITUS 1:11. These are "MOCKERS IN THE LAST TIME!" JUDE 18. Whose END shall be - according to their WORKS! REV. 22:12. Tell HMSC (DEAD OR ALIVE!) to put this in his PIPE and SMOKE IT!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 7, 1997

When the AWAKENING came to AMERICA - they came with the JEW-PHARISEE RELIGION of KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAMI (KD&A). - "THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM!" - "I AM SAVED!" - "INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION!" - Listed as "COUNTERFEIT" in the COUNTERFEIT CHAPTER of GC 464 and 471-3, 1884 GC 296 and 300-2. They went almost EN MASSE over to GERMAN JEW HEPPENSTALL! That we have been trying to show them - is a MISSION IMPOSSIBLE! But there are so FEW and so FAR BETWEEN - that they get together only on SPECIAL OCCASIONS - that they CANNOT be LISTED as A CHURCH! But only as INDIVIDUALS.
WHY IS THAT A MISSION IMPOSSIBLE-???

HEPPENSTALL gives them A CHARACTER when CHRIST COMES!
THE FINAL PROBATION CLOSED – SIX PLAGUES BEFORE! There is NO HOPE – NO PROBATION – when CHRIST COMES-!!! That is POINT #1, POINT #2 – they are NOT ALIVE – when CHRIST COMES! Both the BIBLE and the TESTIMONIES tell us not only of the SEVEN LAST PLAGUES but what ALL WRITERS HAVE MISSED – they will know – REVELATION 16 – one PLAGUE after the other – "...and they REPENTED NOT!!" (PROBATION OVER! NO REPENTANCE!) And before that CHAPTER IS OVER – there is a WORLDWIDE "HAIL OF STONES!!"

SEE THE PICTURE – 1884 GC 454 – Your GC 637 – every STONE the weight of a TALENT! Now we can argue BACK and FORTH – what is the WEIGHT OF A TALENT-???. (Is it 57-85 lbs. as WEBSTER SAYS-???) No matter – how MANY or how FEW – will LIVE THROUGH THAT-???. Is this the TIME to be SPOUTING OFF about the UNCONDITIONAL – UNCEASING LOVE OF GOD – that pounds EVERYTHING into the GROUND! It is a MIRACLE of GOD'S GRACE that He throws an UMBRELLA over the CAMP of the SAINTS – BEFORE CHRIST COMES - when SATAN HIMSELF FEARS FOR HIS EXISTENCE – this is the only ARMAGEDDON THERE IS – REV. 16:16 and 21. I THANK YOU, LORD – FOR THIS LIGHT-!!! DIRECT FROM THE THRONE OF GOD-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY – MARCH 8, 1997

THE CHURCH TODAY – is going CRAZY – the LOVE OF GOD is UNLIMITED – UNCONDITIONAL – UNCEASING! BUT GOD HIMSELF TEACHES: "...when the FIGURES reach a certain AMOUNT which GOD HAS FIXED, the ministration of HIS WRATH COMENCES. The ACCOUNT is CLOSED. Divine patience CEASES! There is no more pleading of MERCY." T5:208. PK 364.

NO CHURCH IS TEACHING THIS! This would AT ONCE smash their RUNAWAY LOVE OF GOD – therefore (SAME BOOK – SAME CHAPTER – SAME SUBJECT!) – they are called: "THESE DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK!" T5:211. (AND THEIR FATE-???) "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!!" (SAME T5:211.)

WHICH IS THE TRUTH-???. IS IT RUNAWAY IRRESPONSIBLE LOVE-???. Or does LOVE come to an END-???. "THEN I SAW JESUS...THROW DOWN HIS CENSER..."IT IS DONE!" EW 279.
NO WONDER - when they went GIDDY ON LOVE - they had to SELECT what they could PREACH - or pay TITHES FOR-!!! Or does that NOT MATTER ALSO-??? LOVE is above LAW-??? (AS SATAN SAID IN HEAVEN!) HE HAS MORE SUCCESS ON EARTH-!!!

THAT TRAIN OF HIS - EW 88,263 - it seemed he has: "THE WHOLE WORLD WAS ON BOARD - that there COULD NOT BE ONE LEFT!" But there is "A LITTLE COMPANY!" EW 88,263. THE QUESTION FOR ALL OF US IS - WILL WE BE ONE-??? PERHAPS WE BETTER START ACTING LIKE IT AND:

"SHOW THEM ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS!" and "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" If you do the FIRST PART - show them ALL their ABOMINATIONS - the SECOND PART - "GO YE OUT!" - WILL TAKE CARE OF ITSELF-!!! If they STAYED TOGETHER - they will be - SLAYED TOGETHER-!!! THE MESSAGE IS: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" There is NO OTHER MESSAGE NOW-!!! THANK GOD-!!!

IN "THOUGHT" for Mar. 7, 1997 - we covered ARMAGEDDON! REV 16:16 and 21 - the WORLDWIDE "HAIL OF STONES!" We know of NO CHURCH that will TEACH: "...and the HAIL shall sweep away the REFUGE OF LIES...THEN ye shall be trodden DOWN BY IT." ISA. 28:17,18. "And MY PEOPLE shall dwell...in quiet resting PLACES; WHEN IT SHALL HAIL!" ISA. 32:18,19.

"ONLY...where the CHILDREN OF ISRAEL WERE - WAS THERE NO HAIL. AND PHARAOH SENT, and called for MOSES and AARON...ENTREAT THE LORD...that there be NO MORE MIGHTY THUNDERINGS AND HAIL; and I will LET YOU GO!" EXODUS 9:26,28. YOU KNOW THE REST OF THE STORY - PHARAOH had to be BAPTIZED in the RED SEA - before he gave up HIS EGYPTIAN RELIGION - some, TODAY - are JUST AS STUBBORN - NEVER GIVE UP - UNTIL ARMAGEDDON and REPEAT of the HAIL!

"...overflowing RAIN, and GREAT HAILSTONES, FIRE, and BRIMSTONE...and they shall know that I AM the LORD." EZE. 38:32. "FIRE, and HAIL; SNOW and VAPORS; STORMY WIND fulfilling HIS WORD." PSA. 148:9. (LOVE UNCEASING-???) (GOD DOES NOT DESTROY-???) JUST WHEN THE GREATEST DESTRUCTION IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD IS ONLY A BREATH AWAY!)
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"...and the **HAIL** shall sweep away the **REFUGE OF LIES!**" ISA. 28:17. (We are getting a **FORETASTE** in the WORLD TODAY!) "...with the **INDIGNATION** of **HIS ANGER**, and with the **FLAME** of a **DEVOURING FIRE**, with **SCATTERING**, and **TEMPEST**, and **HAILSTONES!**" ISA. 30:30.

"Soon will be fulfilled the words: I will **TURN** and **OVERTURN!**" "We know not now just **WHEN**...the **TIME** will come when there will be a **SCATTERING** from **BATTLE CREEK**–!!" T8:86. RH 6: 437. CWE 42. TM 373. FCE 535. EW 69, 74–5. ISA. 31:1–3; 32:9, 10; 33:14, 15, 16, 22. "Soon **GOD'S PEOPLE** will be **TESTED BY FIERY TRIALS**, and the **GREAT PROPORTION** of those who now **APPEAR** to be **GENUINE** and **TRUE** – will prove to be **BASE** **METAL**...they will **COWARDLY** take the side of the **OPPOSERS!** T5:136. EV. 361. T1:608. T2:130. T3:496.

**SEPTEMBER 17, 1996 - TUESDAY**

**CBC SPECIAL. THE PLAGUE OF MONKEYS - A NEW VIRUS. ALREADY IN EPIDEMIC PROPORTIONS. CANNOT STOP THE SPREAD OF IT - SPREAD BY FLIES. BURN DOWN GRASS HUTS - WHERE CAN THEY LIVE-??? PEOPLE READY TO REVOLT - NEW GOVERNMENT - OLD ONE WENT WITH THE VIRUS. BELIEVE IT WILL TAKE 1/3 of AFRICA. NO WAY to stop it from going on AIRPLANES to all parts of the World. If they find ways to get RID OF them IN PLANES - they will have a HUNDRED PLACES they can hide on the OUTSIDE.
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 11, 1997

CAN YOU IMAGINE - when I was a kid - where I was it was DRY - but I saw - perhaps 10 miles away - a cloud, like an upside-down HAT - the top was falling off, it was in the fall, the grain was HARVESTED. In those days there were STOOKS! This CLOUBURST filled all the low spots FULL! The STOOKS were under WATER - that was ONE INCH OF RAIN! CAN YOU IMAGINE - ONE INCH OF RAIN - EVERY HOUR FOR 24 HOURS! TAKE A YARDSTICK - have a look at 24 inches of WATER - floating along in a cloud - how much WEIGHT would that be - over an ACRE of ground?? Over a SQUARE MILE?? JUST FLOATING ALONG! What will it be like when ALL WATER turns to BLOOD??

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 12, 1997

"The SEA became as the BLOOD of a DEAD MAN; and every living soul DIED in the SEA...And the RIVERS and FOUNTAINS of WATER...became BLOOD...and THOU hast given them BLOOD TO DRINK; for they are WORTHY!" REV. 16:2-6,8,9. GC 628.

"Their MOUTHS will be CLOSED while the PLAGUES are FALLING..." EW 66. (BOY! THAT WOULD BE A WONDER! THE MODERN MINISTER IS TRAINED TO ANSWER ANY QUESTION IN RAPID FIRE ORDER! But at last! He has NOTHING to say! It would only be a MOCKERY!)

The people, thirsty for a DRINK of PURE WATER, spread out a large PLASTIC SHEET when they see a CLOUD COMING - and it RAINS BLOOD! 20 miles WIDE and 200 miles LONG! Only ADDS to the PLAGUE-!!! They can take a BATH in a sea of BLOOD! WHAT WE ARE INTERESTED IN - not to LIE and DENY it - but how to ESCAPE IT, and:

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 13, 1997

BE SEALED - on the RIGHT SIDE! We find in 2 PETER 1:5-7 the STEPS TO CHRIST! And right after that: "For if these things be IN you, and abound, they make you that ye shall neither be BARREN nor UNFRUITFUL in the KNOWLEDGE of our Lord Jesus Christ...make your CALLING and ELECTION - SURE...for if ye DO these things, ye shall NEVER FAIL!" 2 PETER 1:8-10.

HAVE YOU LEARNED-?? To go to the FIRST PART of the IN-DEX to find the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" COMMENTS-?? The old index gives us GC 470-3. DO NOT MISS READING THAT-!!!
GC 470-2 has the whole PLAN of SALVATION!!!
PUTS AN END TO THE AWAKENING GABBLE!!! READ IT!!!

YAHWEH

I never could UNDERSTAND why ANYONE would want YAHWEH! Is it not obviously the ANTI-CHRIST-??? And ONCE they FALL for it - it seems NOTHING will change their MINDS - they are in a SPELL - HYPNOTIZED-!!! The SECRET is - NEVER GET STARTED-!!! But then - WHO is WRITING AGAINST IT-???
The CHURCH allows it in their MAGAZINES - you'd be SURPRISED who all OPENLY O.K. IT-!!! As I already said - is it not the ANTI-CHRIST-??? NO OTHER CHURCH HAS FALLEN FOR IT-!!! Just former SHEPHERD'S RODS! DAVID KORESH TYPES! BEER GUZZLERS and FORNICATORS!

You can tell a MOVEMENT by the COMPANY they keep! What we have seen of YAHVISTS is NOTHING to write home about! It is MESMERISM! They FIND each other! Their FIDELITY does not LAST! BEWARE of their INFLUENCE!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 14, 1997

YAHWEH

"...more pleasing forms of SPIRITISM, such as the EMMANUEL (Or AMMANUEL) MOVEMENT...and other ORIENTAL RELIGIONS!"
Hosea 4:9. (SAME 403.)

Much more could be written - see your LIBRARY for "TETRAGRAMMATON!" The INCOMMUNICABLE NAME! THE TRUE PRO-NUCIATION IS LOST! - (WEBSTER.) IT IS A SIN TO PRO-NU NOUNCE! If there ever was a BABYLON this is it! DIVINATION and ENCHANTMENTS to PROVOKE the LORD to ANGER! (WEBSTER!) Also JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIAS! (Drop the list they give you at the door and ask the LIBRARIAN to bring you one book after the other ON EMMANUEL and TETRAGRAMMATON! You will soon get RID of that SUPERSTITION and WITCHCRAFT! Speak the WORD OF GOD in your own TONGUE! It is MAGIC that ABRACADABRAS in an UNKNOWN TONGUE! UNKNOWN IN HEAVEN - UNKNOWN ON EARTH! RH 6:397 - That is Jan. 15, 1914.
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 15, 1997

FRED ALLABACH and LOR

Perhaps I should NOT be writing you yet until I receive LOU GRIEVE’S PAPER. But my PRINTER is back - so I expect to be busy for a couple of weeks. SO I HAVE TODAY AND TOMORROW.

I DO NOT WRITE TO ONE ALONE - except a QUESTION or TWO. But certainly NOT what is going to be the whole PLAN OF SALVATION. I do not quite see that you answered my QUESTION - what is FRED ALLABACH TEACHING that is stirring up such FUSS in AUSTRALIA - among INDEPENDENTS-?? And who is PROPAGATING IT-?? There has to be SOMEONE THERE that is SPEARHEADING IT - another JEW-???

ELLEN WHITE:

"...the END OF THE WORLD...leaving the DISCIPLES to study out the MEANING for THEMSELVES...MANY FALSE MESSIAHS WILL APPEAR, claiming to work MIRACLES, and declaring that the TIME of the DELIVERANCE of the JEWISH NATION has come. These will MISLEAD MANY...But the END (Of the JEWISH NATION as a NATION) is not yet...All these are the BEGINNING of SORROWS...The JEWISH PEOPLE (See RH 3:632-3, 336-8, 343-4, 365-6. Dec. 13, 1898) have looked to themselves. They have NOT REPENTED and been CONVERTED that I should heal THEM! THE SIGNS that THEY represent as tokens of their release from BONDAGE, are SIGNS of THEIR DESTRUCTION!" DA 628-9. (Some books it is 630.)

"The ADVENT of CHRIST will SURPRISE the FALSE TEACHERS. THEY are saying, "PEACE AND SAFETY!" Like the PRIESTS and TEACHERS before the FALL of JERUSALEM, they look for THE CHURCH to enjoy earthly PROSPERITY and GLORY. The signs of the times they interpret as foreshadowing this. But what saith the WORDS of INSPIRATION...SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM!!" DA 635.

"THAT people who chose BARABBAS in the place of CHRIST - were to feel the CRUELTY of BARABBAS as long as TIME SHOULD LAST!" DA 739. (Tell RABBI ALLABACH to heed these words!"

BASHING!

There are MANY that are engaged in the INDOOR SPORT of POPE-BASHING-!!!
But practically NONE that are BILLY GRAHAM—BASHING! Or PROTESTANT—BASHING! Or ADVENTIST—BASHING! They would rather be IN COMMON! 1884 GC 278. IN COMMON! GC 445. While you have the book open—look at GC 444—right at the top of the page! Also TM 473. PK 187. T3:259,299–302,316, 324–5,338.

PRINCIPLE:
"Those who have had GREAT LIGHT—and who have NOT walked in it (PREDICTION!)—will have DARKNESS CORRESPONDING to the LIGHT they have DESPISED!" TM 163. When we gave MORE LIGHT than they had ever received in their LIFE—when ANNA DeMICHAEL brought the HOEHN—McCoy CHART with her—RABBI ALLABACH had AFTER—MEETINGS and went from there (From Oshawa, Ontario, Canada) all across AMERICA—"WE ARE GODS!" Three or four of them got CANCER—MARTY WOLD went BACK to be a MINISTER for the ADVENTISTS and DIED OF CANCER!!! This was a NEST of JEWISH MINISTERS—"WE ARE GODS!"

LIKE A NET TO CATCH BIRDS OR FISH
"...revealing the NET of FALSE THEORIES—RELIGIONS—and PHILOSOPHIES which SATAN has spread to CATCH unwary souls? By thus doing the WORD OF GOD—we shall be LIGHTS in the WORLD!" TM 282.

WOULDN'T IT BE NICE TO BE LISTED IN THE SCROLLS IN HEAVEN

AS "A LIGHT IN THE WORLD!"

Ω Ω Ω

THOUGHT FOR TODAY—MARCH 17, 1997
YOU DO NOT WANT YOUR NAME MENTIONED—but you want COPIES of what was printed in 1988–1989. OTHERS NEED THIS INFORMATION—so I spent a great deal of TIME on EVERYTHING YOU SENT! I was AMAZED that FORD had do many PUBLICATIONS that people could BUY—PUBLICATIONS that "PROVED" his POSITION—same as RABBI ALLABACH and LOR.

I only found four—all 1989—three with the THREE NAKED WARRIORS—JULY 1989 (ORANGE COVER)—OCT. 20, 1989 (YELLOW COVER)—DEC. 3, 1989 (ORANGE COVER).

Just to give you an IDEA how we MARK a PUBLICATION to REPRINT IT. ANYONE that will MARK THEIR BOOKS will get TWICE as much OUT OF THEM! We see here from "CHARACTER" - (WAGGONER! WAGGONER! WAGGONER!) One CLOSE to ELLEN WHITE - led out in the "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!" So we had in FAR EASTERN CANADA MEETINGS - (ALLABACH! ALLABACH! ALLABACH!) THE JEWISH TALMUD IS SUPERIOR TO THE BIBLE OR THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY! We are run by JEWS! CHRIST HAD NOTHING BUT TROUBLE WITH THEM! SO DO WE! What was their TROUBLE-??? It is the SAME as ALL FALSE RELIGION!

"The SAME INFLUENCES are working TODAY...the HYPOCRISY of the PHARISEES was the product of SELF-SEEKING. The GLORIFICATION of THEMSELVES was the OBJECT OF THEIR LIVES...the SECRET DESIRE to EXALT SELF...the LONGING for HUMAN APPROVAL...the DESIRE FOR AN EASIER WAY than GOD HAS APPOINTED!" DA 408-9.

FRED ALLABACH went from our MEETINGS in FAR EASTERN CANADA - "WE ARE GODS!" Was that a DESIRE for HUMAN APPROVAL-???. Was that THE OBJECT of his LIFE-???. There was another one - his name was HEROD! He sat upon his THRONE - arrayed in ROYAL APPAREL - GOLD and SILVER (SEQUINS) that SPARKLED in the SUN - he was also SILVER-TONGUED! And could give a LECTURE like ALLABACH - (SAME SUBJECT!) - WE ARE GODS! "AND THE PEOPLE GAVE A SHOUT, saying, IT IS THE VOICE OF A GOD - and NOT of a MAN! - And IMMEDIATELY the ANGEL of the Lord smote him... and he was EATEN BY WORMS; and gave up the ghost!" ACTS 12:21-23.

"His heart BOUNDED with TRIUMPH...But suddenly a TERRIBLE CHANGE...His face became PALLID as DEATH, and distorted with AGONY...He stood for a moment as if TRANSFIXED with PAIN and TERROR...HE WHOM YOU HAVE EXALTED AS A GOD IS STRICKEN WITH DEATH...he was borne from the scene..." AA 150, 151.

Three or four that FOLLOWED FRED ALLABACH - were "EATEN BY WORMS!" (CANCER!) MARTY WOLD DIED FROM IT! Is that what is going through AUSTRALIA NOW-???. THE ESSENCE OF LOR IS: "WE ARE GODS!" NEW AGE! "WE ARE SINLESS!" GC 470-3. 1884 GC 300-302. The LOVE of God is UNLIMITED - UNCONDITIONAL - UNCEASING! LOVE SICK! IRRESPONSIBLE!
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 18, 1997

"We are in the GREATEST PERIL when we receive PRAISE of one another, when we enter into a CONFEDERACY to EXALT ONE ANOTHER. The GREAT BURDEN of the PHARISEES was to secure the PRAISE of men; and CHRIST told them THAT was all the REWARD they would ever receive!" T5:133.

"It is TIME for THEE, Lord, to work; for THEY have made VOID THY LAW!" (PSA. 119:126.) "SOON GOD'S PEOPLE will be TESTED BY FIERY TRIALS, and the GREAT PROPORTION of those who now APPEAR to be GENUINE and TRUE - will prove to be BASE METAL...they will COWARDLY take the side of the OPPONENTS!" T5:136.

"To stand in DEFENSE of TRUTH and RIGHTEOUSNESS - when the MAJORITY forsake us, to FIGHT the BATTLES of the LORD when CHAMPIONS are FEW - THIS will be our TEST!" T5:136.

FRED ALLABACH and LOR. We should go BACK - and CLEARLY UNDERSTAND - what SATAN TAUGHT in HEAVEN to turn the MINDS of 1/3 of the ANGELS. And that SAME SOPHISTY sounds ENTICING to this LAST GENERATION - but it SHOULDN'T-!!!

WHY SHOULD IT NOT-??? 6,000 YEARS of EXPERIENCE should have DEMONSTRATED the RESULTS of FOLLOWING that COURSE! What is needed is MEN and WOMEN who will REMIND us of CONSEQUENCES! Ye shall REAP as ye SOW! GOOD for GOOD - EVIL for EVIL! THE GOLDEN RULE! THE LAW ABOVE ALL LAWS! "I saw that GOD has HONEST children among the NOMINAL ADVENTISTS and the FALLEN CHURCHES, and BEFORE the PLAGUES shall be poured out - MINISTERS and PEOPLE will be CALLED OUT from these CHURCHES and will GLADLY receive the TRUTH. SATAN KNOWS THIS; and BEFORE the LOUD CRY...he raises an EXCITEMENT in these RELIGIOUS BODIES, that those who have REJECTED THE TRUTH may THINK that GOD is with THOSE. He hopes to deceive the HONEST and lead them to THINK that GOD is still working for THE CHURCHES. But the LIGHT will SHINE, and ALL who are HONEST will LEAVE the FALLEN CHURCHES, and take their stand with the REMNANT...SATAN has taken FULL POSSESSION of THE CHURCHES AS A BODY!" EW 261,273.

THERE WE HAVE OUR WORK CUT OUT FOR US - !!!
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CHRIST knocks so long on the LAODICEAN DOOR - and then HE "PASSES BY!" AMOS 8:2,3. THE SONGS of the TEMPLE shall be HOWLINGS in that day. WHY-???, There shall be MANY DEAD BODIES in every place. They will CAST THEM FORTH WITH SILENCE! (NO LOUD CRY that the FROOMS tell them they will give! Instead of which is SILENCE!) He is one of them: "SILENT!"

THE LORD TAKES CHARGE OF THE WORK HIMSELF! And what does He do-???, He GATHERS the OUTCASTS! ISA. 56:8. What an INSULT! The ONES the FROOMS CAST OUT! HE SEALS THEM! They become the PROCESSION of COL 406. THEY give THE LOUD CRY! THEY WAKE THE SLEEPING VIRGINS! THE "WISE" - "JOIN" THEM! As the PHARISEES had to JOIN the DISCIPLES to be SAVED!

FRED ALLABACH can BRAG that he is NOT an OUTCAST! He does NOT form that PROCESSION! For they do NOT boast that they are SAVED! Let alone "GODS!" No! They would not have the likes of him and his LOR - NLP - NEW AGE - AROUND! NEVER-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 19, 1997

THE NEWS TODAY - more RAIN on VANCOUVER ISLAND, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA. More than any time in HISTORY! And MORE EXPECTED! "THE JUDGMENTS ARE IN THE LAND!" "THE TIME IS AT HAND when there will be sorrow that no human balm can heal. THE SPIRIT OF GOD is being withdrawn. DISASTER by sea and by land follow one another IN QUICK SUCCESSION. How frequently we hear of EARTHQUAKES and TORNADOES, of DESTRUCTION by FIRE and FLOOD, with great loss of LIFE and PROPERTY...He seeks to AROUSE men and women to a sense of their DANGER!" PK 277.

"The CONDITIONS prevailing in society, and ESPECIALLY in the GREAT CITIES...proclaim in THUNDER TONES that the HOUR of GOD'S JUDGMENT is come, and that the END of all things EARTHLY is at hand. We are standing on the THRESHOLD of the CRISIS of the AGES. In quick succession the JUDGMENTS of GOD will follow one another; FIRE, and FLOOD, and EARTH-QUAKE, with WAR and BLOODSHED. (REVOLUTION!)" PK 278.
"His prophecies of **IMPELLING JUDGMENT** upon **JUDAH** apply with equal force to the **JUDGMENTS** that are to fall upon an **IMPENITENT WORLD** at the **TIME** of the **SECOND ADVENT** of **CHRIST**...A day of **TROUBLE** and **DISTRESS**...A day of the **TRUMPET** and **ALARM**...SEEK YE the **LORD**, all ye **MEEK** of the **EARTH** - which have wrought His **JUDGMENT** - seek **RIGHT-EOUSNESS** - seek **MEEKNESS** - it may be **YE SHALL BE HID** in the day of the **LORD'S ANGER**...**SING, O DAUGHTER** of **ZION**...and at that **TIME** - will I **GATHER YOU**...saith the **LORD.**"  

**THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 20, 1997**

**IF GOD'S PEOPLE SEEK **RIGHT-EOUSNESS** - there would be **NOT** **ONE SOUL** - **SCREAMING** and **WRITHING** and **TWISTING** - in **HELL** **TORMENT**! **PAIN** without **LETUP**! They could **ENJOY NOT** **ONE MINUTE IN HEAVEN** - if their **VERY LOVED ONES** (Or people they **NEVER KNEW** - **NEVER MET** - just the **THOUGHT** of it would **FOREVER BANISH** any **IDEA** of the **SO-CALLED RIGHT-EOUSNESS** of **GOD** - **HIS SON** - or all them that dwell in **HEAVEN**!) Or is that the purpose of **HIS SATANIC MAJESTY** - to thus **SLANDER** the **CHARACTER** of all them that dwell in **HEAVEN**-???

**THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 21, 1997**

**UNCONDITIONAL LOVE**-???

"**For the WRATH of God is revealed** from Heaven against all **UNGODLINESS** and **UNRIGHT-EOUSNESS** of men, who hold the **TRUTH** in **UNRIGHT-EOUSNESS**...they are **WITHOUT EXCUSE**. Because that, when they **KNEW** **GOD**, they **GLORIFIED HIM** not as **GOD**, neither were **THANKFUL**; but became **VAIN** in their imaginations, and their **FOOLISH HEART WAS DARKENED**. **PROFESSING THEMSELVES TO BE WISE**, they became **FOOLS** - and **CHANGED** the **GLORY** of the **UNCORRUPTIBLE GOD** into an **IMAGE** made like to **CORRUPTIBLE MAN**, and to **BIRDS**, and **FOUR-FOOTED BEASTS**, and **CREEPING THINGS**. Who **CHANGED** the **TRUTH** of **GOD** into a **LIE**, and worshipped and served the **CREATURE** more than the **CREATOR**, who is **BLESSED FOR EVER. AMEN.**"  

**ROMANS 1:18, 20-3,25.**  
(Look for such **PREACHERS** to be **FORNICATIONS**!  
**ROMANS 1:24,29-32.** "**For NOT the HEARERS of the LAW are **JUST** before **GOD... (BY FAITH ALONE),** but the **DOERS** of the **LAW** - shall be **JUSTIFIED!**"  

**ROMANS 2:13.**

"**For men shall be **BLASPHEMERS**...from such **TURN AWAY!**"  

**2 TIM. 3:2,5. TM 409.** "But these, as **NATURAL BRUTE BEASTS,** made to be taken and **DESTROYED,**"  
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speak EVIL of the things that they UNDERSTAND NOT; and shall UTTERLY PERISH in their own CORRUPTION!" 2 PETER 2:12.

(Do we ask a BLASPHEMER like that [HAL LINDSEY!] about the "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE" of GOD—??) "And he opened his MOUTH in BLASPHEMY against GOD, to BLASPHEME HIS NAME, and HIS TABERNACLE, and (ALL) them that dwell IN HEAVEN!" REV. 13:6.

THE MYSTERY OF INIQUITY!

It is the "MYSTERY OF INIQUITY!" (1) That HELL TORMENT BELIEVERS LIKE HAL LINDSEY SHOULD HAVE THEIR BOOKS BECOME BEST SELLERS! The people WANT to be DECEIVED! (2) It is also a "MYSTERY OF INIQUITY" that a people who have the TRUTH - should RECOMMEND these HELL-BELIEVING, PORK-EATING BOOKS to be used for WEDNESDAY NIGHT PRAYER MEETINGS (ROY A. ANDERSON) and NOT have 10,000 PROTESTS! SATAN has CONVERTED THIS WORLD! LUTHER BROKE WITH HELL THEORIES (GC 549) but the LUTHERAN CHURCH went BACK to ROMANISM—NUNS—FORGIVING OF SINS - for only ONE REASON! It is POPULAR! ADVENTISTS ARE DESTINED to do the SAME THING—!!! GC 608. 1884 GC 426. T8:119,120,226, 259-61,297,303,313.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY — MARCH 22, 1997

WHY ADVENTIST should have Tried so hard TO GET ON THE GOOD SIDE of the BARNHOUSES and the MARTINS and the BILLY BABBLING GRAHAMS is indeed "THE MYSTERY OF INIQUITY!" What do these HELL BELIEVERS HAVE that we should not SHUN them from a MILE AWAY—!!!

Instead of finding SO MUCH IN COMMON with them! It would seem ADVENTISM REGRETS the "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" pulled away (EXPOSED!) the "WINE OF BABYLON!" Does ADVENTISM think we LEFT SOMETHING WORTHWHILE—?? SUCH AS WHAT—?? There is ONE THING we know for SURE! IT WAS ALL PREDICTED—!!! AND THEIR END—!!! Not only the END of BABYLON - but ALL who LOVE HER—!!! I wonder what is there to LOVE—?? Especially UNCONDITIONALLY—???

DANTE’S INFERNO—?? A CRAZY CATHOLIC PRIEST—!!! (See WEBSTER!!) EVERYONE should read from T1:25 and on. SR. WHITE had NOT ONE VISION —until she was STRAIGHT on HELL! THE WINE OF BABYLON 1884 GC 357 — Read this and MARK as you go. And then read BEFORE page 357. Do the SAME with GC 536 and receive GOD’S BLESSING by learning WHAT IS THE "WINE OF BABYLON!" SATAN'S FIRST LIE!@ WHAT IS IT—?? THANK GOD THAT YOU CAN READ - and need no RABBI or PRIEST to INTERPRET FOR YOU—!!! The SAD STORY IS - they PREFER DANTE’S INFERNAL! This is the "MYSTERY OF INIQUITY!" "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" has SAVED the SOULS of untold THOUSANDS—!!! We should PRINT ANOTHER BATCH OF "HELL PAPERS!" We need MORE NAMES — HEALTH REFORMERS - there is LITTLE HOPE for the OTHER KIND! We are having GREAT DIFFICULTY getting "MASTERS" for our A.B.DICK #326. Perhaps we can still get them from AUSTRALIA or some other country. Get on the PHONE and FIND OUT! If you WRITE US - give us your PHONE NUMBER! We are talking about PAPER MASTERS, not METAL! We want the BETTER QUALITY! - 69 -
"Body and Soul" Confessions of a Produce Truck-Driver

One of my patients (we'll call him Noah, even though that isn't his name) drives truck for a major supermarket chain with stores in our area. His job consists mainly of driving truck-loads of food to the various supermarkets. To avoid making trips with an empty truck, he will, as often as needed, pick up loads of produce from farmers in the delivery area to take back to the distributing center.

During the summer two years ago, he was doing a series of runs into the San Joaquin valley between Fresno and Bakersfield to pick up farmers' crops, when he noticed something very strange: there were very few insects on the windshield. He was used to having to wash down his truck after every trip. The bugs would be splattered on so thick that the truck had a "greasy" smell on the cab whenever he got out to walk around. Now even after two trips, washing down the cab wasn't nearly as much of a chore as it had been.

Soon after that, Noah noticed that something else was missing: birds. There just weren't many birds around. And then he looked for the ground squirrels that were always around on the roadside, and, sure enough, they and the rabbits were missing.

So he asked one of the farmers whose crop he was picking up. The man told him it wasn't his imagination. It was a new insecticide they were using that was a lot more powerful than what they had been using before. The farmer said it seemed to have eliminated the birds and the rab-

bits, and some of his workers were getting pretty bad rashes, but he felt it was worth using because of how well it took care of the bugs.

Noah stopped his story long enough to ask me how long it had been since I had seen a produce worker in a supermarket wearing gloves. I told him it hadn't been too long. He asked me, "I'll bet you thought the gloves were for sanitary reasons, didn't you?" I said, "Yes, I suppose so." "No," he said, "it's because some of the produce workers have been getting rashes between their fingers from handling the produce since this new pesticide became popular." Noah told me that just this last year he has noticed that even the trees in or near the fields are beginning to look weakened.

In addition to hauling produce out of the California valleys, Noah has also made several hauls out of Mexico. "It's even worse in Mexico," he said. He told me that, as the years go by, more and more of our produce is being grown in Mexico because of the cheap labor rates. "You know," he said, "in Mexico they don't have any controls at all on pesticide use. The farm workers are dying down there, but the owners don't care. There are always more people who are willing to move in from another area to get a job."

Noah was getting warmed up. "You know the sulfite solution that they put on grapes to stop them from molding during transport and storage? If they use that in an insulated truck that has foam-lined walls, it eats away the foam!" Yummm.

—by Dr. Gordon Ainsliegh, D.C.

Ordaining sodomites

If a man lies with a male as if he were a woman, both men have committed an offense—perversion, unnatural, abhorrent and detestable; they shall surely be put to death; their blood shall be upon them.

—Amplified Bible: Lev. 20:13